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PREFACE
This thesis describes a number of experiments in low 
energy nuclear physics which have been carried out using the 1.2 MeV 
Cockcroft-Walton and 10 MeV Tandem Van de Graaff accelerators in the 
Department of Nuclear Physics of the Australian National University.
Most of th is work has been done in collaboration with other workers.
The experiment described in Chapter 2 was performed jo in tly  with Dr 
P.B. Treacy and Mr A.G. Gregory, but the analysis was carried out 
mainly by them. Except where otherwise specified, a l l  of the work 
described in the remainder of the thesis was carried out by myself, 
in collaboration with Dr Treacy. The scattering chamber, used in 
the experiments of Chapters 4 - 6 ,  was designed as a jo in t project 
by several members of the department, and only the b riefest 
description is given of th is .
Seme of the work described here has been reported in the 
following publications
“Spin alignment of deuterons e las tica lly  scattered from 
car bon”
(with A.G. Gregory and P.B. Treacy), Proc. Phys. Soc. S£ (1962) 315«
9
ttEvidence for a 1.7 MeV level in B M (with P.B. Treacy)
Physics Letters 2 (1962) 175*
11 8 12"The B (pO )^Be reaction and C states between 15 and 20 MeV" 
(with P.B. Treacy) Nuc. Phys. (to be published).
( i )
(ü)
The results of Chapter 5 are to be submitted for publication in 
’•Nuclear Physics” under the title:
13«The 6.91, 7.18 and 7.42 MeV levels of N «
(with F.C. Barker, P.B. Treacy, and N.W. Tanner). Chapter 4, and 
section 1 of Chapter 6 in the present thesis follow closely the texts 
of the above papers, but these have been expanded somewhat where it 
seemed appropriate.
I am particularly indebted to Dr P.B. Treacy for his patient 
and expert supervision over the three years in which these experiments 
have been done, and to Dr F.C. Barker, who also inspired much of this 
work, and gave generously of his time in many helpful discussions.
I wish also to thank Professor E.W. Titterton for his 
constant encouragement during the course of this work, and the 
Australian National University for the award of a scholarship.
No part of this thesis has been submitted for a degree at 
any other university.
(iii)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The properties of unbound levels in the light nuclei are 
best studied through reactions where the nucleus of interest becomes 
the intermediate, or compound, nucleus* Provided the reaction 
chosen shows sufficiently pronounced resonance behaviour in the 
appropriate energy range, it may be possible to analyse the 
behaviour of the cross section, by means of a compound nucleus 
mechanism, in terms of a small number of isolated levels* A simple 
study of the angular distribution of the cross section for a suitably 
chosen reaction may yield a great deal of information concerning the 
spins, parities, and reduced widths for levels of the compound 
nucleus* For a number of the light nuclei, theoretical predictions 
have been made concerning the properties of these levels (on the basis 
of a particular nuclear model) and further experimental data, which 
might easily be obtained from such resonance studies, is required to 
test these predictions. Such predictions are not, of course, 
restricted to the unbound levels - these apply equally well to those 
levels which are bound to particle emission* Howe-wer, since the 
present thesis is concerned almost entirely with the study of 
compound nucleus levels in resonance reactions, it is the former 
case which is of most interest here.
By far the most successful model used to date in predicting 
level properties in the light nuclei has been the shell model* This
2 ,
model has met with remarkable success in the correlation and prediction
of the energies, spins and parities of many of the low-lying levels»
Two of the experiments described in th is thesis were undertaken
specifically  to te s t predictions of this model; these are described
in Chapters 5 and 6. The study of the levels of N (Chapter 5)>
through resonances observed in the inelastic  scattering of protons 
12from C , was inspired by an apparent anomaly in the known level 
structure of N 5 a 5/2 level, which had been predicted by the 
shell model to lie  in the region of excitation around $ MeV, appeared 
to be missing* The present results show, however, that the 7*42 MeV 
level has been wrongly assigned J^ =  5/2 , and is almost certainly 
the 5/ 2" level predicted by the shell model. In addition, a narrow 
level a t about 7*1B MeV is  assigned 7/2 on the basis of the present 
resu lts , an assignment which again is  in agreement with the shell 
model predictions*
In a similar way, the shell model inspired the present search
o
for a new f i r s t  excited sta te  in B (Chapter 6)* Although the two 
9 9isobars, B and Be , should show similar level structures, previous
9experiments have usually been interpreted as showing no level in  B
9
to correspond to the 1*75 MeV level in Be * In fac t, i t  has
9frequently been claimed th a t the Be level is not a true level a t 
a l l ,  but some kind of threshold effect associated with the neutron 
threshold a t 1*67 MeV* Further evidence is presented in Chapter 6
3in support of previous suggestions that there may be a broad level
9 9in B at about 1*4 MeV, corresponding to the 1*75 MeV level in Be .
Thus most of the experiments described in this thesis have
been done in an attempt to clarify some particular aspect of the
properties of energy levels in the light nuclei which has a bearing
on the theoretical description* The various experiments described
here are not closely related to one another, although in almost every
case they describe resonance-type reactions, which have been analysed
in terms of resonance theory to obtain information concerning the
levels of the intermediate nucleus* The nuclei with which we are
14 13 12 9concerned here are N , N , C and B , and, with the exception of
9B , all the other nuclei represent the intermediate, or compound
nucleus in the reaction studied*
The way in which information on level properties is obtained
from studies of resonance reactions is well known, and uses the
1)R-matrix theory of nuclear reactions developed by Wigner and others.
In the present case this theory is used in the form given by Blatt
2)and Biedenharn , where the notation is very similar to theirs, and 
the formulae are generalized to include the case of interference 
between different levels of the compound nucleus* As will be seen 
in the following chapters, the expansion of the angular distributions 
of particles emitted in resonance processes as a series of Legendre 
Polynomials usually shows appreciable terms of odd order, indicating 
the presence of interference between levels of opposite parity. Thus
4any attempt to explain such reaction cross sections in terms of
isolated levels of the compound nucleus must include a t le a s t two
or more levels, and allow for the effects of interference between
them; th is has been done, with varying success, in the subsequent
chapters. In most cases, the experiments described here were
restric ted  to simple angular distribution measurements; provided
there is  some simplifying consideration (e.g. one of the interacting
nuclei has zero spin) the number of unknown parameters entering into
the theoretical angular d istribution may be reduced to a manageable
quantity. In Chapter 5* i t  w ill be seen tha t a study of the
angular distributions of the inelastic  protons and of the ^-rays
from the C (pp^)C reaction is sufficien t to enable the N *  level
parameters to be fixed with a fa ir  degree of certainty* However, in 
11 8a study of the B (poC^Be reaction (described in Chapter 4 ) >
although certain level assignments can be made fa ir ly  confidently,
the experimental data are inadequate to enable a detailed account
to be given of the behaviour of the odd order coefficients in the
angular distribution* In such a case, further experimental
information might be obtained, for example, from a "double-scattering"
11 8experiment where the B (p c* )Be reaction is in itia ted  with protons
o
which have become polarized by being scattered from a f i r s t  target. 
The angular distribution of the reaction products from such an 
experiment involves the level parameters in d ifferent combinations 
from those appearing in the single scattering experiment, and such
5measurements can be esp ec ia lly  valuable in  d isentangling in terference
11 8
e f fe c ts .  In the case of the B (poC )Be r e s u l ts ,  however, no sucho
ad d itio n a l experiment has y e t been done, and the behaviour of the odd 
order co effic ien ts  remains la rge ly  unexplained. An in te re s tin g  
aspect of the re la tiv e ly  good f i t  obtained to  the energy v a ria tio n  of 
the c o e ffic ien t fo r the in e la s tic a lly  sca tte red  proton angular 
d is tr ib u tio n s , in  Chapter 5* is  the f a c t  th a t  th is  f i t  was obtained 
using a d iffe re n t phase difference from th a t  predicted by the
3)resonance theory. Such an e ffe c t  has been noted before , and is  
assumed to  be caused by the presence of other le v e ls .
In Chapter 2 , a ”doub le-sca ttering” experiment is  described, 
in  which deuterons e la s t ic a l ly  sca tte red  from carbon are made to  
in i t ia te  (dp) reactions in  a second carbon ta rg e t .  This was under­
taken in  an attem pt to  check a value fo r  the r a t io  of two reduced
3)width amplitudes, obtained from an e a r l ie r  p o la riza tio n  experiment , 
which disagreed w ith the e la s t ic  sc a tte rin g  d a ta . As well as 
i l lu s t r a t in g  how such ”p o la riza tio n ” measurements may be in te rp re ted  
in  terms of resonance theory , the analysis of Chapter 2 shows how 
d i f f ic u l t  i t  can be to  obtain s ig n if ic a n t re s u lts  from th is  kind of 
experiment.
A ll of the experiments described in  the subsequent chapters, 
except fo r  th a t in  Chapter 2 , have been performed using the proton 
beam of the A.N.U. Tandem Van de Graaff acce lera to r; the experiment 
in  Chapter 2 was done using a 1.2 MeV Cockcroft-^lalton accelerator*
6The layout of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 describes the
” double-scattering1 experiment, C (dd)C (dp). Chapter 3 consists
mainly of an introduction to a study of proton-induced reactions in
11 1 1 1 1 ^B , together with sane resu lts  for the B (pp^ J)B reaction* The
11 8B (po^)Be experiment is  described in Chapter 4> and the results
12are discussed to determine the ir significance for levels of C
between 1$ and 20 MeV. Chapter $ describes a study of the 6.91»
13 12 / 12^7.18, and 7.42 MeV levels of N , using the C (pp )C reaction,
1
for proton bombarding energies between $.2 and 6.6 MeV* Chapter 6
is in two parts: the f i r s t  section describes a search for a new
9 12 9f i r s t  excited state of B , using the C (p<*)B reaction, and section
2 presents some preliminary re su lts , showing the yields of inelastic
12protons and o< partic les from the proton bombardment of C , for 
proton energies between 9 and 12 MeV.
7CHAPTER 2
SPIN ALIGNMENT OF DEUTERONS ELASTICALLY SCATTERED FROM CARBON 
1. Introduction
structure for deuteron bombarding energies up to 1*5 MeV* Phillips 
(1950) and Sarma et al. (1957) have studied the angular distribution 
of the long range protons from this reaction as a function of energy 
and they find that the results are described well by a series expansion 
of Legendre Polynomials of the form
containing no appreciable terms of higher than fourth order♦ When
the five resonances observed in the total cross section for this 
reaction in the energy region 800 to 1700 keV were fitted with the 
single level Breit-Wigner resonance functions, the sum of these was 
found to account for more than 96>S of the observed yield* This 
reaction seems therefore to proceed almost entirely by means of a 
compound nucleus mechanism and so should be capable of description 
in terms of ,,isolated,, but overlapping levels, each with a definite
7T 14spin and parity J", of the compound nucleus N *
of the broad overlapping levels occurring at 0*96 and 1*16 MeV, which
L. A P (cos 0) 
L L L
have been shown to correspond to states of N 14 having spins and
p arities  1 and 2 respectively* Previous studies had revealed the
existence of a large coefficient in the angular distributions over
+ —
th is region arising from interference between the 1 and 2 levels.
Gregory and Treacy found tha t this interference did in fac t produce
quite large polarizations of the outgoing protons, as predicted by
the resonance theory. The proton polarization was measured by means
of a n  double -scatteringw type of experiment in which the protons
12, Narising from the C (dp) reaction in a f i r s t  target were e lastica lly
scattered in a second carbon target. This reaction has been written
symbolically C (dp)C (pp). Since the polarization arising from
the e la s tic  scattering of 3 MeV protons on carbon is fa ir ly  well
known, a measurement of the le f t  -  righ t asymmetries in the angular
distribution  of the scattered protons allowed them to deduce the
12magnitude of the polarization arising from the C (dp) reaction in
the f i r s t  target. On the basis of these resu lts they found a value
^ 2/^0  ~  ^or ra"^° d- to s-wave reduced width amplitudes
for the deuteron contribution to  the lower (1 ) resonance. This
ra tio  seems larger than tha t implied by the angular distribution
data of Phillips and Sarnia e t  a l . In addition, in a more recent
6 )study of the e la s tic  scattering of deuterons from carbon a t these 
energies, Kashy e t  a l . found that no d-wave contribution was necessary 
to explain their resu lts over th is resonance*
During the course of their experiment, Gregory and Treacy 
showed tha t there was a significant contribution in the f in a l yield
9,
of protons coming from C (dp) reactions in the second target, 
in itia ted  by deuterons which had been e las tica lly  scattered from 
the f i r s t  target* This therefore suggested the possib ility  of
12/ x 12,  .performing a similar “double-scattering*1 experiment, C (dd)C (dp),
in order to study the spin alignment of deuterons e lastica lly
scattered a t the 0*96 MeV resonance. This reaction could be expected
to throw further ligh t on the value of X^/ JTq.
This chapter consists of a description of this experiment,
and the analysis of the resu lts in terms of the resonance theory as 
7)outlined by Simon * For the purposes of this experiment i t  was 
found necessary to extend this theory to include the effects of 
coulomb-nuclear interference* This has been done by Gregory and 
Treacy.
2* Description of Apparatus -  C^(dd)Cp2(dp)
The apparatus used for th is experiment was substantially
\
the same as that used by Gregory and Treacy, and has been described
3)by them previously * The scattering chamber is shown diagrammatic-
a lly  in f ig . 1. Two dural cylinders of j£ n internal diameter were
joined by a brass connecting tube as shown* The f i r s t  target
consisted of a 1/16” thick carbon plate screwed on to a rotatable
o
water-cooled support, which was mounted a t an angle of 15 to the 
incoming deuteron beam. The second, or “analysing**, chamber was 
joined to the f i r s t  by a brass tube mounted a t 30° to the beam, and
Fig. 1.
Diagrammatic representation of scattering
12 12and analysing chambers used in C ~(dd) C "(dp) 
experiment*
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arranged so that the analysing chamber and detectors could be rotated 
about the axis of the tube. This enabled a check to be made on the 
presence of any Intrinsic asymmetries in the apparatus, and allowed 
the y ield  to be measured for d ifferent azimuth angles. Connected 
to th is tube was a side tube which carried a slid ing  arm on which a 
thin aluminium f o i l  could be mounted so as to be placed either in or 
out of the path of the e la s t ic a lly  scattered deuteron beam. The f o i l  
thickness was 1.6 mg/cm , su ffic ien t to completely stop a l l  deuterons 
of less than 900 keV while allowing the 3 MeV protons to pass through 
with an energy loss of about 150 keV. Three collim ators, of carbon 
plate , with internal diameters -§-w and 2 ” respectively , were 
placed in the connecting tube as shown, and these defined a c ircle  of 
about -I" diameter at the second target 10° from the f i r s t .  The 
second target was a 4/^ thick polystyrene film , th is thickness 
corresponding to about 200 keV energy loss for 1 MeV deuterons.
These films were prepared by spreading a solution of polystyrene, in  
xylene, on water. After the solvent had evaporated the films could 
be picked up on a wire frame. Their thickness was determined 
weighing a known area of film  on a microbalance. The polystyrene 
film  was held in  a rectangular carbon frame which could be rotated 
at d ifferent angles to the scattered deuteron beam. Carbon liners  
were used in the analyser chamber to help cut down the neutron 
background and to  minimize wall scattering. The neutron background 
was further minimized by lead bricks outside the chamber, which were
11
inserted between the f i r s t  target and the detecting crystals.
Carbon was used for the liners and collimators because, as well as 
having a low atomic number (thus minimizing coulomb scattering) i t  
has a negative "Q" value for the (dn) reaction.
The detectors were two caesium iodide crystals, each 0.01" 
thick and 1tt diameter, cemented to 2M Dumont type 6292 photomulti­
p lie rs , which subtended a solid angle of ^  1/20 sr a t the sca tte re r.
oThe two detectors were placed a t 90 and the signals from them were 
amplified and passed through a spectrum sorter which allowed both 
spectra to be displayed simultaneously on the screen of a 100 channel 
kicksorter.
3. Spin Alignment of the Deuteron
The complete specification of the spin state of a particle
of spin i  requires a knowledge of the expectation values of a l l  the
8 )irreducible spin tensor moments
( I k I <  q 4, 21 )
where q is the rank of the tensor and k is i t s  component. Thus the 
spin state of a deuteron (spin 1 particle) can be completely
odescribed by means of a l l  nine tensor moments up to rank 2, v iz . Tq,
1 1 2 2 2 1 Tq, T+^ , Tq, T ^ , T^* According to the usual terminology, TQ and
1 “  *”
T  ^ are used to describe the "polarization" of the p artic le , and 
higher order terms describe the more complex spin alignments which 
are possible for partic les of spin greater than
12
In a “double-scattering” type of experiment, performed
with an in it ia l ly  unpolarized beam of p artic les , the presence of
any spin alignment (represented by T )^ of the intermediate particles
may be detected by measuring the azimuthal asymmetry in the yield of
7)
the f in a l reaction product. Simon (equation 3*2) shows that the
/q
expectation value of the f in a l spin tensor moment T ✓  (measured with
&
respect to the scattered axis) depends on the azimuthal angle 0,
qbetween the reaction planes, and the in i t ia l  spin tensor moment T
XL
(measured with respect to the in i t ia l  axis) through terms proportional 
to cos k0, irrespective of the reaction mechanisms
t \ c c  D(L} (0, 9, 0) Tq 
k L kk k
where D^j/is an element of the three-dimensional rotation group 
The fin a l yield (for a detector non-sensitive to the particle spin 
alignment) is given by the expectation value in the scattered wave
Hence
o
T
o
of rank zero.
o c  Z  d(l) (0, 9, 0) Tq
L ko k
= r d(L) (9 )T q
L ko k
cL^) is defined by Sharp
In the present case we have measured yields from the 
Cl2 (dd)C12(dp) process a t angles 0 = 0° ( le f t) ,  180° (righ t), 90°(up)
13,
and 270° (down)* Calling these yields L, R, U and D respectively,
one can show immediately from the equations above that they may be
combined in such a manner as to isolate p artia lly  the effec ts , in
the intermediate deuteron beam, of the separate spin tensor moments
Tq, as follows: k
o 2
(L + R + U ♦ D) depends on T + To o
and
(L -  R) "
(L + R -  U -  D) 1
T 1 ♦ T 2
±1 ±1
The present double process C^(dd)C^(dp), in which the 
in itia l, deuteron beam is unpolarized and the fin a l protons are 
detected by a detector insensitive to the polarization, can be 
represented symbolically as follows:
-> T -» T
(t° — > t’ ) (t* — >  T°)o k k o
qThus T, here describes the spin state of the intermediate beam of k
e las tica lly  scattered deuterons.
In this experiment the f i r s t  (scattering) angle was chosen 
to be 30°, because here the coulomb scattering amplitude is large and 
the pure nuclear interference effects are negligible compared with 
the coulomb-nuclear interference* (Note tha t here we use the word
u *
»coulomb” to include the hard sphere amplitude)* In order to
obtain a measure of we need to examine the effects of the
lower (1+) resonanoe in isolation from the 2 level which i t  overlaps.
2
This becomes possible i f  we consider simply the component*
Gregory and Treacy have calculated the spin alignment dependence to
be expected on the basis of coulomb-nuclear interference alone; using
the selection rules implied by the ir formula and also that of Simon
(equation 3*2), and with a choice of 9 = 90° for the second (reaction)
angle in th is experiment, i t  can be shown (see section 5) tha t the 2
level (which yields only p-wave deuterons) does not contribute to the
2 2tensor component Thus the magnitude of the T ^  component should
simply be a measure of the d-wave (£=2) deuteron contribution to the 
lower (1+) resonance*
4* Experimental Procedure and Results
12 12Asymmetries in the yield from the C (dd)C (dp) process
were measured a t six  energies from 850 to 1100 keV# The two counters, 
ose t a t 90 to the scattered deuteron beam, corresponded in it ia l ly  to
the azimuth angles 0 = 0° and 180°* To obtain yields for 0 = 90° and
270°, and also to cancel the effects of any experimental asymmetries
present in the apparatus, each se t of runs a t each energy was
o o o
repeated with the analysing chamber rotated a t 90 , 180 and 270 to 
the plane of the f i r s t  reaction* The resulting yields if, R^, l /  and i f  
(corresponding to 0 = 0°, 180°, 90° and 270°) were then averaged. At
Fig, 2.
Spectra of protons, taken a t azimuth angles of 
0° and 130°, a t an incident deuteron energy of 
1050 keV. The triangles represent mainly
12 12protons from the C (dd) C "(dp) process* The
circles represent the spectrum of protons from 
12 12the C (dp) C "(pp) process obtained when a 
2
1*6 mg/cm A1 fo i l  was interposed between the
f i r s t  and second targets
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each p o s i t io n  and energy th re e  runs were ta k e n , w ith  the  Al f o i l
o u t ,  in  and th en  o u t, r e s p e c t iv e ly .  The C (dp)C (pp) y ie ld ,
o b ta in ed  w ith  the f o i l  i n ,  was assumed to  re p re s e n t  the  background
p re s e n t  w ith  the  f o i l  o u t ,  and th i s  was s u b tra c te d  to  o b ta in  the
tru e  y ie ld s .  The deu tero n  beam c u rre n t was in te g ra te d  on a  c u rre n t
in te g r a to r  and each ru n  corresponded to  100,000 micro-coulombs o f
charg e . A ty p ic a l  group of s p e c tra  i s  shown in  f i g .  2 . F ig . 3
shows th e  th ic k  ta r g e t  y ie ld s  L , nf, U7 and i f  as a fu n c tio n  o f en erg y .
o oThe p o in ts  r e p re s e n t  the  summed y ie ld s  o f a l l  runs fo r  0  = 0 ,  180 ,
o o o o
90 and 270 • A s in g le  curve has been drawn through the  90 and 270
p o in ts  which should  be id e n t ic a l ly  e q u a l.
A th ic k  carbon p la te  was used  f o r  the  f i r s t  t a r g e t  because
in te n s i ty  c o n s id e ra tio n s  made i t  d e s ira b le  to  use beam c u rre n ts  as
la rg e  as p o s s ib le .  In  th i s  way c u rre n ts  in  excess of 1 0 0 //A could
be used  fo r  long p e rio d s  w ith o u t a  n o tic e a b le  d e te r io r a t io n  o f the
ta r g e t  and, in  a d d i t io n , carbon b u ild -u p  could  be s a f e ly  ig n o re d .
However th i s  made i t  n ecessa ry  to  c o r r e c t  the  ex p erim en ta l r e s u l t s
to  o b ta in  the e q u iv a le n t th in  t a r g e t  y ie ld s .  This was done as
fo l lo w s :
I f  th e  i n i t i a l  d eu te ro n  energy  i s  Eq ,
and the  f i r s t  s c a t te r in g  tak es  p lace
a t  an energy  Ex , we have approxim ately?
B = E„ -  ZkE 
X o
E äs E — 2 2 ^ E  = 2E — E 2 x o  x  o
Fig» 3»
12 12Yield curves for the process C (dd)C (dp) obtained with
/  /  /  /
an in fin ite ly  thick target. Yields L, R, U and D, 
measured a t 0°, 180°, 90° and 270° to the plane of the 
f i r s t  reaction are shown as c irc les , crosses, upright 
triangles, and inverted triangles respectively. The 
90° and 270° yields have been displaced downward one 
unit for c la rity .
.80 .90 1.00 1.10
Deuteron Energy (MeV)
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The th ic k  ta r g e t  y ie ld  
Y =
PEJ  0 O M E  ) <5 (2E -  E ) dE |d g  ) t ,
where Cf(E) i s  the  cross s e c t io n  f o r  th e  p rocess in d ic a te d  a t  energy  
E , and t  i s  the  th ick n ess  o f the  second t a r g e t  (assumed th in )*
Then
4X = Ö l . c 5 t  äs fs
dE dd dp JE dEo X o
= Cf cf, t dx 
dd dp gg
o
Hence the th in  t a r g e t  y ie ld  may be sim ply  found from the
slo p e  o f the th ic k  t a r g e t  y ie ld  cu rv e , w ith  a  sm all c o r re c t io n  f o r
the  v a r ia t io n  of dEq/ cLx w ith  energy . A c a lc u la t io n  has been made
of th e  magnitude of th e  e r ro r s  in tro d u ced  by th e  f i n i t e  s iz e s  o f the
ta r g e t s  and d e te c to r s ,  combined w ith  the  v a r ia t io n  w ith  angle o f the
c ro ss  se c tio n s  fo r  the (dd) and (dp) p rocesses*  These were shown
to  be o f the  o rder of 1% and have th e re fo re  been neglected*
The f i n a l  r e s u l t s  are shown in  fig *  4> where are p lo t te d  the
sums (L + R + U + D) and (L + R -  U -  D) a t  the  s ix  en e rg ie s  used  in
th i s  experim en t. The in d iv id u a l th in  t a r g e t  y ie ld s  L, R, U and D
have been ob ta ined  from the  s lopes o f the curves shown in  f i g .  3»
o 2
The upper curve A g ives a measure of the te n so r  c o n tr ib u tio n  TQ + TQ. 
According to  the th e o ry , to  be d iscu ssed  below , th i s  should  approxim ate 
c lo s e ly  to  the p ro d u c t of th e  sep a ra te  y ie ld s  of the (dd) and (dp)
Fig. &•
12 12
Asymmetries in the C (dd)C (dp) process.
Curve A: Sum (L+R+U-*©) of y ields fo r  azimuths 0°,
90°, 180° and 270°.
Curve Bs D ifference (L+R-Ü-D) of (0°+ 180°) and 
(90°+ 270°) y ie ld s .
The dashed curve A is  the product CT (E) a* (E-150)
dd dp
where E is  the energy in  keV; th is  has been calcu lated  
from the re s u lts  of Kashy e t  a l . , and no allowance has 
been made fo r  the v a ria tio n  of energy loss with the 
i n i t i a l  energy. The lower dashed curve is  the 
th e o re tic a l p red ic tion  fo r curve B.
.80 .90 1.00 1.10
Deuteron Energy ( MeV)
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2 o  2reactions i f  T / /  T , as seems likely , since T is of the order o ^  o ' 2
oof of T • When appropriate allowance is made for the 200 keV o
thickness of the second target, and for the energy loss in the
scattering process, th is  resu lt agrees well (see f ig . 4) with the
6 )
product of the cross sections from the separate experiments 
(Kashy e t a l . ,  I960). However, the absolute accuracy of the 
experiment was insufficient to enable an estimate to be made of the
magnitude of T .o
The lower curve B, in fig . 4, gives a measure of the T+2
o 2contribution which is seen to be very small relative to T + T •o o
Its  average ra tio  over the incident deuteron energy range of 900 -  
1000 keV was 0.6 -  1.2JS. The dashed curve B is the theoretical 
prediction for T+£ calculated using the value of = found
by Gregory and Treacy. (The value of ^uo e^<^  ^7 them ^  was
2.4# which was half of that intended.) I t  w ill be seen that th is 
curve is  consistent with the experimental results but is perhaps 
significant only in that both are small.
5. Analysis of Results
Simon (equation 3*2) gives an expression for the expectation
q'
value of the fina l spin tensor moment T / ,  for a particle emitted in
K q
a nuclear reaction, resulting from an in i t ia l  spin tensor moment T^. 
Gregory and Treacy have derived an analogous expression to th is , but 
one which is  applicable to the case of coulomb-nuclear interference.
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To do this, they started with the same initial equations as Simon 
(2.$, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.3) but with the ’‘coulomb11 and ’’hard sphere“ 
terms made explicit in the scattering amplitude (2.3)* They find 
the expression
= ** k If- • M *  K *  H *C GH 
-1 s'-J- i*[L][J][I] (-) (£rok | qk) (iq/6k/1 rk) qq;Lr)
r r &W(Iis/L}si) W(iiq/L;qi) Z ) D ,(0,9,0) f .kk Rt
+ complex conjugate (1)
where the sum is over the usual quantum numbers, as well as L and r,
f , f , f - are the coulomb, hard-sphere, and nuclear scattering G CH K.Ü- 2)amplitudes defined by Blatt and Biedenharn ,
[f\ = (21* 1) etc.,
(/rok|qk) and W(2#qq ;Lr) are the usual Clebsch-Gordan and 
10)Racah coefficients .
[in the present case, and throughout this thesis, we use the 
following notation:
For a nuclear reaction in which a particle a collides with
a target nucleus A, to give as reaction products particles b and B 
(where b, B may or may not be the same as a, A) we write;
19,
A + a ---» C --- > B + b
1 + i  J r  i ' + i /
s sx
£
where C is the intermediate (or compound) nucleus
I , i  are the in trin sic  to ta l angular momenta (or spins) of A,a 
s is the channel spin and equals the vector sum of I and i  
l  is the relative orb ital angular momentum of the system A+a 
J and tt are the to ta l angular momentum and parity of the 
system.
In each case the unprimed and primed quantities refer to the 
in i t ia l  and final systems respectively!)
All the selection rules are contained in the coefficients of
the above equation. In particular the restric tions imposed by the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (,i/q/ok/|rk/ ) permit experiments to pick
out particular values of angular momenta. In the present case, for
example, the 2 resonance yields only p-^ wave deuterons and thus
2cannot contribute to T+£ through coulomb-nuclear interference alone; 
th is would require / =  1, q = 0, r  = 2, contradicting the requirement 
that /  + r  = q (vector sum).
Using the formula above, the theoretical asymmetry has been
calculated assuming a ra tio  of = 4*8 ^or dewier on
contribution to the lower (1 ) resonance. For the purposes of this
12 12calculation we specify the C (dd)C (dp) process thus:
T°(1) ----> t£(2) --- * T°(3)
The tensor moment T^(2) describes the intermediate s ta te ,
k *
consisting of scattered deuterons with some spin alignment. The
o ,expectation value of T (3) represents the cross section for the
12 12fin a l yield of protons from the C (dd)C (dp) reaction (measured
with a detector insensitive to the proton polarization), resulting
from a beam of in it ia l ly  unpolarized deuterons, described by the
o
expectation value of the tensor Tq(1). The f i r s t  part of th is 
process is treated using the formula stated above, and the second 
part using Simon (3.2).
Cp(dd) process (T°(1) ----► Tq(2))o k
2, xI t  was shown above that no contribution to T^(2) can come 
from the 2 level. We therefore simply consider the effects of the 
1* resonance on the deuteron e lastic  scattering, taking the resonant 
energy as 940 keV. The assumption that the main contribution to any 
spin alignment w ill come from coulomb-nuclear interference can be 
ju stified  by a consideration of the magnitude of the separate 
scattering amplitudes -  the nuclear amplitude is found to be less 
than one tenth of the coulomb amplitude, for a scattering angle of 30
2 ,  vThe angular momenta contributing to T+2\2) are then:
t -  2 (incoming deuterons) and Z -  0, 2 (outgoing).
Using the parameters of Kashy e t a l . ,
v iz. P d = 2 9  keV, [""* = 110 keV, and the equation_____
fR£i,= (-) exp (%u +
21
f o r  the n u c lea r s c a t te r in g  am plitude , we have c a lc u la te d  F  and
R20
F We f in dR22.
f  = _ 29 x  1 .4
R20
11(50
exp (1.571)
where r a ^ °  reduced w idth am plitudes fo r  d -  and
s-wave deu terons,and
f =  —
R22
29 V 2 / ^
_  i. , .Q___
55(50 +^ 2 /X 0 )
exp (3*08i)
. . . . .  <C)
Using equations (7 .5 ) and (7 .6 ) o f B la t t  and B iedenharn
we have a ls o
f  = -  Z cosec^ (J-0) exp Q-2i*l In  s in  (-J-0)J
= -  10.26X exp ( -0 .5 7 i)
and f CH = iX ir7  2 1  ( 2 i '* D *  exp ( 2 1 ^ 0  [j -  exp ( 2 i^ ,) ]  Y (S)
- i X  j 0 .07  + 3 / T  i  exp ( l .8 9 i )
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I f  we assume th a t  T°(2)>> T^(2) and i s  g iven  by
<V W * L>
th e n , s u b s t i tu t in g  th e  r e s u l t s  above in to  eq u a tio n  (1 ) ,  w ith  a  value 
= 4 .8  we f in d  the  r e s u l t  
To(2)
T°(2) ov '
0 .04
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C12(dp) process (T^(2) ----» T°(3))
The contribution from this reaction has been calculated
using Simon (3*2)• Here we assume a value s/ = 1 for the channel
13spin of the outgoing (C +p) system, in accordance with the
3)polarization results of Gregory and Treacy * I t  should be noted
that Kashy e t a l. used only s = 0 in their analysis; however,
calculations using a mixture of s/ = 0 sind 1 show that the resu lts
of the present calculation are not very sensitive to th is choice by
3)comparison with the previous experiment where a value of s7= 0 
would predict no polarization*
We have here three possible cases: ^  = 0; Z  = 0,
4, = 2; and = 2* In each case £ = = 1,
Then, evaluating Simon (3«2) we get:
T°(3)/T2(2)
T°(3)/T°(2)
S ^ R01R01 "
I3T A
N14 R,14 R01R21
3>r$ R*R 
01 01
-  TOO J? R* R91
<s 0.7 for = 4.8
Combining th is with the previous re su lt we find the value 
_  2 °
t +2 /  T0 «  0.03
The dashed curve B shown in fig* 4 represents th is fraction of the 
yields of curve A#
23.
6. Discussion
From the results of fig. 4 it can be seen that, within 
the errors, the experimental and theoretical results agree quite 
well. However the accuracy of the experiment was insufficient to 
allow a determination of
elastic scattering results in this energy region. However, they 
have pointed out (private communication) that a 10$6 admixture of 
d-wave contribution would probably not have been observed. This
Kashy et al. 6)
would give a limit which is not too different from the
value of 4»# used here.
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CHAPTER 3
PROT ON-INDUCED REACTIONS IN B -  INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction
This chapter and the next describe an experimental study
11of some proton-induced reactions in B • This consists almost
11 8entirely  of a study of the B (po<)Be reaction, which is described 
in Chapter 4» The present chapter gives a description of the
experimental equipment and procedure used in these and subsequent
11experiments, together with some results for the B (pp^) reaction 
in the energy range 7 to 10 MeV* All of the work described in th is 
and subsequent chapters was carried out using the Australian National 
University Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator.
The study of charged-particle reactions in ligh t nuclei 
requires the use of detectors capable of measuring, with good 
resolution, the energies of charged partic les up to a few MeV, 
depending on the energy available from the in i t ia l  bombarding nucleus, 
and the 11Q" value of the reaction. With the advent of the Tandem 
Van de Graaff accelerators, highly monoenergetic beams of protons and 
deuterons of energies up to 12 MeV have become available, and ideally 
the use of these machines for nuclear spectroscopic studies requires 
detectors capable of measuring a t leas t these same particle energies. 
Until recently the most convenient means of doing th is was to use 
sc in tilla tio n  counters, where the lim it to the energy tha t can be
11
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measured is determined simply by the thickness of the detecting 
crystal used, and th is can be easily  adjusted to su it most 
applications .
The newly developed wso lid -sta ten or surface barrier 
detectors have proved vastly superior to sc in tilla tio n  counters in 
several respects for detecting charged p artic les , but, u n til 
recently, although they could measure quite high OC-particle energies, 
were unable to measure proton energies greater than about 6 MeV.
I t  was therefore decided, before the A.N.U. Tandem
accelerator came into operation, tha t i t  would be advisable to se t
up,for preliminary work, a scattering chamber with conventional
caesium iodide (Csl) sc in tilla tio n  detectors capable of detecting
protons of up to 16 MeV energy. I t  was hoped th a t, by the use of
ligh t guides, the energy resolution of these counters might be
Improved from the normal 6-7% to about 2%, thus making them much
more competitive, in th is respect, with the solid-state counter*s
resolution. In order to speed up th is operation i t  was decided
to modify the existing chamber and detectors (described in Chapter 2)
o o oand to use three fixed detectors a t angles of 45 > 90 and 135 •
Subsequently th is project was abandoned elfter only very few 
results had been taken with the modified scattering chamber. With 
the availab ility  of re liab le , conmercially-produced surface barrier 
counters, a l l  experiments involving the detection of charged partic les 
were switched to another scattering chamber, which incorporated these
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detectors* Although it was still not possible to measury very high 
proton energies with these counters, their many other advantages 
more than compensated for this one disadvantage* The energy 
resolution is better than 1$, and the possibility of varying the 
barrier or "stopping" depth with the reverse bias applied to them, 
facilitates discrimination between particles with similar energies 
but different stopping powers* In addition, the very small size of 
these counters allows them to be easily mounted and rotated to 
different angles inside the scattering chamber, thus removing the 
great practical difficulties associated with taking charged-particle 
angular distribution measurements with scintillation counters* The 
importance of this will be seen in subsequent chapters where a number 
of angular distribution measurements are described*
The limitation on proton energy measurements mentioned above 
has turned out not to be as severe as at first seemed probable*
Because we were particularly interested in studying resonance reactions, 
most of the work described in this thesis was done for proton 
bombarding energies below 7 MeV* In general, at high bombarding 
energies, the level structure becomes less pronounced, and a simple 
analysis in terms of isolated levels of the compound nucleus is no 
longer possible* It has in fact proved possible (see Chapter 6), by 
tilting the counter so that the normal to its surface is at an angle 
of 60° to the direction of the detected particles, to measure proton 
energies of up to 10 MeV* However, since the results described in
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Chapter 6 were taken, fu rth e r developments in  the corauercial 
manufacturing of these detectors have enabled these energies to  
be measured d ire c tly ,
2* D escription of Caesium Iodide S cattering  Chamber
The analysing chamber used in  the previous experiment 
(Chapter 2) was modified to  allow Csl c ry s ta l  s c in t i l la t io n  counters 
to  be placed a t  3 angles* In order to  obtain  the maximum possible 
energy re so lu tio n  with these counters we decided to  use l ig h t  guides 
between the s c in t i l la t in g  c ry sta ls  and the photom ultip liers. 
Prelim inary experiments to  t e s t  the reso lu tio n  obtainable with Csl 
c ry s ta ls  cemented d ire c tly  on to  the face of the photom ultiplier 
confirmed the well known fa c t  th a t the re so lu tio n  improves when the 
p a r tic le s  being detected  are severely collim ated and r e s t r ic te d  to  a 
very small area of the detecting  crystal*  The d e te rio ra tio n  in  
reso lu tio n  obtained with an uncollimated c ry s ta l has been a ttr ib u te d  
to  v aria tio n s in  the e ffic ien cy  fo r e lec tro n  production of the photo­
cathode, fo r d if fe re n t points on i t s  surface* I t  was hoped th a t  
th is  e f fe c t  could be reduced by using a l ig h t  guide to  spread out the 
l ig h t  from the c ry s ta l before i t  reached the photocathode surface*
The complete s c in t i l la t io n  counter, as f in a l ly  used, is  shown 
diagrammatically in  f ig .  5«
Diagrammatic representation of Csl scintillation 
counter set-up incorporating light guide to 
improve energy resolution. The detecting crystal 
is mounted on the front face of the light guide, 
which is held against the photomultiplier face by 
a small stainless steel cylinder and spring.
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The l ig h t  guides were made according to  the designs of 
Tove ^  and Gerholm ^  and the measurements given by Tove were 
scaled down fo r the p resent app lica tion  to  give end diameters of 
.84  H and 1.27H* They were made of perspex (or In c ite ) and were 
polished a l l  over to  a high fin ish*  The detecting  c ry s ta l , in  each 
case, was a sm all, approximately rectangular piece of polished 
caesium iodide .37" x .84” and 0*05rt thick* This thickness is  
approximately th a t required to  completely stop 16 MeV protons; the 
c ry s ta l was cemented with a ra ld ite  (epoxy res in ) on to  the f ro n t  face 
of the l ig h t  guide, which was held against the photom ultiplier face 
by a small s ta in le ss  s te e l  cylinder and a spring mounted in  the body 
of the main holder* O ptical contact between the l ig h t  guide and 
photom ultip lier face was made with a c lear silicone  flu id*  The 
vacuum sea l was completed by bu tting  the face of the photom ultip lier 
tube up against an O-ring, as shown in  the diagram; when the 
sc a tte r in g  chamber was evacuated the photom ultiplier was held by the 
vacuum against the O-ring and the pressure of the spring in  the 
opposite d irec tio n  kept the whole system rig id*  The incoming p a r tic le s  
were collim ated, and the so lid  angle fo r de tection  defined, by two 
carbon s l i t s  -I” in  length and -g-*1 and 3/16n wide mounted in  the 
s ta in le s s  s te e l  cylinder as shown in  f ig .  5* When the counters 
were mounted in  position  on the sca tte rin g  chamber each c ry s ta l  was
about 4 n from the centre of the chamber and subtended an e ffe c tiv e
-3so lid  angle there of 8 x 10 sr*
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F a i r ly  ex ten s iv e  t e s t s  were made w ith  the  complete system  
u s in g  a thorium  C+C/  - p a r t i c l e  source to  determ ine the b e s t  energy  
r e s o lu t io n  o b ta in a b le ; th e re  seemed to  be two main v a r ia b le s  which 
a f fe c te d  th is *  F i r s t ,  the  s i l ic o n e  f l u i d  used  f o r  the o p t ic a l  
c o n ta c t between the  l i g h t  guides and p h o to m u lt ip l ie r s ,  a lthough  
q u ite  v is c o u s , would slow ly  ru n  ou t from th e  gap and cause a  g ra d u a l 
worsening o f r e s o lu t io n  w ith  time* Secondly , i t  proved d i f f i c u l t  
to  g e t  the  p o lish e d  su rface  o f the C sl c r y s ta ls  com pletely  uniform*
The b e s t  energy  r e s o lu t io n  ob ta ined  was s l i g h t l y  under 3$£, a lth o u g h  
the average value was on ly  o f the  o rder of 4%» F ig . 6 shows a 
spectrum  of c* p a r t i c le s  from Th C-k/  tak en  w ith  th i s  system  where 
the energy  re s o lu t io n  i s  fo r  the 8*8 MeV group*
I t  proved d i f f i c u l t  in  these  experim ents to  i s o la te  p ro p e rly  
the  e f f e c t s  o f th e  two main v a r ia b le s  m entioned above; however, i t  
seems l i k e ly  th a t  w ith  more care an energy  r e s o lu t io n  o f the o rder 
of %  o r b e t te r  could  be c o n s is te n t ly  o b ta in ed  w ith  such a system*
The s i l ic o n e  f lu id  problem could be avo ided , fo r  exam ple, by cem enting 
the l i g h t  guide d i r e c t l y  on to  the  p h o to m u ltip lie r  f a c e .
Three o f th ese  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  c o u n te rs , a l l  g iv in g  abou t the
same energy  r e s o lu t io n ,  were mounted on one s id e  of th e  s c a t te r in g
o o o
chamber, a t  ang les o f 45 > 90 and 135 • The ta r g e ts  used were 
s e lf - s u p p o r t in g  f o i l s  mounted on th in  aluminium h o ld e rs  over ho les 
of or •J-11 dia*  These h o ld e rs  could be a d ju s te d  to  a llow  any one 
of th ree  ta rg e ts  to  be p laced  in  the p a th  o f the  beam* A fte r
Fig* 6,
Spectrum of oL particles from the ThC+G source 
taken with Csl scintillation counter (see fig*5)* 
The energy resolution for the 8,8 MeV group is
~ abs.
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traversing the target the beam passed into a Faraday Cage and was 
stopped on a tantalum plate about 13" from the target. The beam 
current was measured and integrated on a current integrator in the 
normal way.
Quartz viewers before and inside the target chamber allowed 
the beam to be focussed accurately on the centre of the target a t 
a l l  energies. Stable beam spots of approximately 1/16M dia. could 
be obtained from the Tandem accelerator with a resolution of -  2 keV 
or b e tte r , for beam energies between 0.70 and 12.0 MeV. These lower 
and upper energy lim its were determined by the non-functioning of the 
corona stab ilization  system, and by beam loading, respectively. In 
the early stages of these experiments a liquid a ir trap was used a t 
the entrance to the scattering chamber, but th is was la te r found to 
be unnecessary since mercury diffusion pumps were used on a l l  beam 
lines and 0-rings were only greased when th is was absolutely necessary, 
with the re su lt that no appreciable carbon build-up could ever be 
detected on the targets, even after several hours' running.
3* Target Preparation
This section describes the preparation of the thin s e lf -  
supporting targets which were used in the present, and in a l l  
subsequent experiments described in th is thesis. For high resolution 
charged-particle spectroscopy i t  is  necessary tha t the targets be thin, 
i .e .  the energy lo s t \y j the beam in passing through the target should
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be a small fraction of the to ta l beam energy. In fac t, a l l  targets 
used for the experiments to be described had thicknesses of the order 
of a few keV for 5 MeV protons. These targets were prepared in the 
following way.
F irs t of a l l ,  th in  self-supporting natural carbon films
13)were made in the manner described by Dearnaley . A thin layer
of natural carbon was evaporated from an arc in vacuo on to a glass
microscope slide covered with a thin smear of "Teepol" detergent
(CH^ (GH^ )  ^^ SO^ “Na+)« This film was then carefully floated off the
slide in a water bath and picked up on a small aluminium frame.
Various sizes of frame were used a t different times and i t  was found
that the fo ils  could be quite successfully supported over holes of
up to -I“ d ia. Usually, however, holders with ■§■" dia. holes were used.
The thickness of the fo ils  could be gauged roughly during the
evaporation by noting the diminution in intensity  of the lig h t from
the hot arc when viewed through the f o i l .  When the ligh t transmission
f e l l  to about 50£, the evaporation was stopped. These fo ils  were
typically found to be about 1.5 keV thick to 5 MeV protons* The
carbon targets made in th is manner were used for a l l  the experiments 
12involving C +p reactions, described in Chapters 5 and 6. They were 
found to be rela tively  strong and able to withstand safely many hours* 
bombardment with up to  1 /j amp of beam.
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When the slides were coated prior to the carbon evaporation 
a quite noticeable smear of Teepol was le f t ;  as a resu lt i t  was 
found that these films could s t i l l  be removed quite easily from the 
glass slides several months after the evaporation of the carbon*
However the former procedure did have the disadvantage tha t an 
appreciable amount of the detergent appeared to remain with the film 
giving rise to noticeable impurities. Since Teepol consists mainly 
of carbon and hydrogen, the most noticeable effects came from the 
hydrogen; however some oxygen impurity was also observed. These 
impurities were clearly discernible in charged-particle spectra taken 
a t a l l  energies, as they gave rise  to elastically-scattered  proton 
groups which could be easily  identified by the rate a t which the ir 
energy changed with detector single and the incident beam energy. 
Although an intense yield of protons was observed from e lastic  
scattering on hydrogen th is group gave rise to l i t t l e  trouble as i t  
was only observed a t forward angles, and its  energy changed so rapidly 
with angle that i t  normally obscured the particle group that was of 
in terest a t one or two angles only. In many cases, however, 
depending on the reaction being studied, these impurities proved to 
be no hindrance a t a l l .
As well as being used as targets these carbon films were found
to be very useful as backings for supporting other targets and a number
10of materials were sa tisfac to rily  evaporated on to them. B^Oy B 9 
11 7 9B , Li , Be , and MnF^  targets were a l l  made successfully in th is way.
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B^Oy Li and MnF^ could all be evaporated easily and at 
relatively low temperatures from a tantalum boat. Some Ta could be 
observed in the targets made in this way and the amount present was 
found (from the proton elastic scattering cross section) to be
14)consistent with the figures quoted by Holland . The MnF^ films
were very fragile and tended to shatter during or shortly after the
evaporation - the reason for this is unknown.
Boron and beryllium are difficult materials to evaporate
because of their high melting points; these were evaporated from
small carbon boats, hollowed out of dia. spectroscopically pure
carbon rods and heated to a brilliantwhite heat by the passage of
an electric current. The B and Be targets made in this way were
stable and, provided they were not made too thick, were quite strong.
The Be targets were found to contain a fair proportion of oxygen,
presumably as BeO^; appreciable amounts of carbon also evaporated
off with the B or Be but since the target backing was of carbon,
this proved to be no disadvantage.
Target thickness measurements were made using several
variations of the normal absorption procedure. The thickness of
a thin carbon film could be measured by noting the energy shift of
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a narrow resonance (e.g. 631 keV) in the A1 (pfc) reaction induced 
by protons which had passed through the carbon film first, and 
become degraded in energy by an amount corresponding to the thickness
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of the film* A variation of th is procedure was used to find the
thickness of a B^ O^  'kar£e'k (99£ B isotope). The yield of
11 12e lastica lly  scattered protons (from B and C ) was measured a t a
12fixed angle over the narrow 4*808 MeV resonance for C +p, with the
carbon backing facing the incoming proton beam. This procedure
owas then repeated with the target rotated through 180 , and the 0 2 0 ^
12target thickness obtained from the sh if t of the (C +p) resonance*
Both of these methods, however, were found to give poor accuracy,
as the energy sh ifts  involved were usually quite small, of the order
of several keV. In addition, these methods were not applicable to
the cases where the target material had been evaporated from a
carbon boat, since then there was always an unknown amount of carbon
mixed in with the target material i ts e lf .  In the next chapter,
another similar method is  described, which was used to determine the
11thickness of the B target used in the present experiments.
114 *  The B (pp!j) reaction from 7 to 10 MeV
11The present study of proton-induced reactions in B was
11 8undertaken mainly with a view to studying the B (pot)Be reaction. 
I t  soon became obvious, however, when the f i r s t  results were taken 
with the present Csl scattering chamber, tha t th is reaction could 
best be studied using surface barrier detectors. When these became 
available this experiment was therefore switched to a new scattering 
chamber incorporating these detectors; a description of this
El&uJZ.
Spectrum of charged particles produced at a
laboratory angle of 90° by bombardment of a
thin B O (9956 B ) target on a carbon backing
with 100/L/C of 10.2 MeV protons. In two cases
11 12the proton groups from B and C are not
resolved. The four lowest energy peaks, in
order of increasing energy, probably correspond
to groups from the C (pp '), B (pp'), B (pp' )
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experiment is  given in  Chapter 4* This section describes b r ie f ly
some re su lts  obtained w ith  the present sca tte ring  chamber fo r
11in e la s t ic  proton sca tte rin g  from B •
For th is  f i r s t ,  and ra the r p re lim ina ry , p a rt o f the study 
11a B20^ (99/6 B ) ta rg e t was used. F ig . 7 shows a spectrum taken
a t a labora to ry  angle o f 90° fo r  a proton bombarding energy o f 10*2
MeV. I t  w i l l  be seen th a t the energy re so lu tio n  is  o f the order o f
4-5/6 which was a ty p ic a l f ig u re . A number o f groups show up on the
spectrum but in  several cases th e ir  energies are too close fo r  the
separate groups to  be resolved.
The proton group from the B (pp^j)B (2.13 MeV) re a c tio n ,
however, was e a s ily  reso lved, and f i g .  8 shows e x c ita tio n  functions
o o  o
fo r  th is  reac tion  taken a t labora to ry angles o f 45 > 90 and 135
over the energy range 7 to  10 MeV approximately. The absolute
cross section has been obtained in  the manner described in  the next
chapter. I t  w i l l  be seen th a t there is  no pronounced resonance
struc tu re  in  th is  energy reg ion , which suggests th a t any attempt to
12
analyse these re s u lts  in  terms o f leve ls  of C would meet w ith  l i t t l e  
success. No analysis has therefore been attempted*
Fig. 8 .
I 1 /  I IExcitation functions of protons from B (pp )B
o oreaction for laboratory angles of 45 > 90 and 
135°. Errors on the points are of the order of
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CHAPTER 4
11 8 12 THE B (pot)Be REACTION AM) 0 STATES
BETWEEN 15 AND 20 MeV
1. Introduction
11 8The B (pc*)Be reaction has been investigated in some 
15) 18) 17)deta il a t low energies, but very few results have been
reported for beam energies above 2 MeV# This reaction is of
in terest because i t  makes possible a study of the energy levels of
12the intermediate nucleus C a t excitations above 15# 11 MeV, where
18)
the f i r s t  known T = 1 level occurs , corresponding to the ground 
12 12states of B and N • If  one assumes that the process proceeds
12entirely  through levels of C , then the residual system of o< particle
8 12 plus Be ground state nucleus re s tr ic ts  the spin and parity of the C
states to the values 0+, 1 , 2+, 3 , •••••etc* In addition,
there is  only one channel spin available to the outgoing system, so
i t  should be possible, by studying the angular distribution of the
reaction products, to make some assignments of spins, parities  and
8
reduced widths to sta tes of the intermediate system* States of Be
12 19) and C are also of in te re s t in the theoretical prediction of
the behaviour of resonance levels near partic le thresholds, and th is ,
too, suggested that a further experimental investigation of th is
reaction might prove worthwhile*
37
This chapter describes a study of the B (po<*)Be reaction
for proton bombarding energies from 0.7 to 6.0 MeV, and the analysis
12of the significance of these results for levels of C between 16.6
and 21.5 MeV excitation energies. The experimental procedure and
results are given in section 2, and in section 3 these are interpreted
12in terms of the levels of C • The results axe summarized in 
section 4 (see table 3 and fig. 18) and a tentative explanation given 
there of some anomalous results which seem difficult to explain in 
terms of simple isolated resonances.
2. Experimental Procedure and Results
A proton beam from the Tandem accelerator was allowed to 
11strike a thin B target supported by a carbon backing. This target
was made in the manner described in Chapter 3, by evaporating a thin
layer (36/Ug/cm ) of 99% isotopically pure B on to a thin self-
11supporting film of natural carbon. This thickness of B 
corresponded to a 4 keV energy loss for 2.6 MeV protons, the total 
target thickness being about 10 keV. The one target was used 
throughout the experiment, and its thickness and structure were not 
noticeably impaired by many hours* bombardment with about 0.1/4A of 
beam. Alpha particles were detected by means of two 300Jl-cm gold- 
silicon surface barrier detectors, mounted inside the scattering 
chamber, at 6 cm. from the target, and subtending an included angle 
of approx. 3°. Only one detector was used to record the data; the
38
second one was placed a t a backward angle and used as a monitor, to 
enable corrections to be made for any variations in target thickness 
which occurred while angular d istribution measurements were being 
taken* Each detector was collimated to some extent by a small 
shield which defined a circular area of about -J-n dia. a t the centre 
of the scattering chamber; the target i t s e l f  was of ■§•’ diameter*
The detector bias was adjusted so as to eliminate a l l  scattered 
protons from the spectrum and display only the of -particle groups
and , corresponding to transitions to the ground and f i r s t -  
8excited sta tes of Be respectively* The spectrum was recorded using 
a 512 channel pulse-height analyser* A spectrum is shown in f ig . 9* 
In the early stages of the experiment, over the energy range 
2*3 to 6.0 MeV, the angular distributions were taken a t eight 
laboratory angles chosen so tha t the corresponding centre-of-mass
(C.M*) angles for the group corresponded to zeroes of the f i r s t
o o o o ofew Legendre Polynomials (viz* 39*2 , 54*7 , 70.1 , 90*0 , 109.9 ,
o o ox125.3 > 140*8 , 154*0 ); th is was done in order to fa c ilita te  a 
polynomial analysis prior to a computer becoming available for th is 
task. To keep the C.M. angles constant for different incident 
proton energies, i t  was found to be su ffic ien t to divide the energy 
range into three parts and to choose ju st three sets of laboratory 
angles; th is  procedure gave a maximum deviation from the correct 
C.M. angles of only 1°. Over the lower part of the energy range, 
i .e .  below 2.3 MeV, and a t four energies above, fixed laboratory 
angles wsre used for the angular distributions*
11 3Spectrum of p a rtic le s  from the B (ptf*) Be
rea c tio n , observed a t  a laboratory  angle of 90
with 140>tfC of 2.58 MeV protons. The dashed
curve represents a th e o re tic a l line  shape fo r
8
the 2 .9  MeV level of Be calculated from
e la s t ic  sca tte rin g  data,
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To obtain absolute cross sections for th is reaction i t  was
11necessary to measure the thickness of B in the target# This could 
not be done directly  by an absorption procedure because the target 
contained an unknown amount of carbon (see Chapter 3)« Therefore 
a rela tively  thick natural boron oxide target was evaporated on to a 
thin carbon film , and i ts  yield compared with tha t of the thinner 
target# The Bo0o target thickness was then determined in two ways: 
f i r s t ,  by measuring the energy sh if t of a prominent (2.6 MeV) 
resonance, and secondly, by measuring the energy spread introduced 
in the sharp C*Q group illu s tra ted  in f ig . 9«
(i) The yield from a target of f in ite  thickness is given by
rE 11 = n J  Cf(E) äS dE 
Eo dE
where n is the number of incident protons
CT(E) is  the cross section for the reaction a t energy E 
x is the target thickness
Eq, E^  are the in i t ia l  and f in a l energies of the protons 
before and after passing through the target#
For maximum yield I  we have 4? = 0
max oEq
i .e .  -  <J(E0) + CJ(E^) dE1 = 0
(dE/dx)g (dE/cbc)E
40
If WB ignore a logarithmic term in the expression for dE/dx and 
write dE/dx OC 1/E, then we have dE^/dEQ = E q/E^ and the equation 
above reduces to
<5(eq) = 6(eJ
Thus, if d(E) is symmetrical about the resonance energy Er> we have
E = i  (E + E.) r o 1
The energy shift = (E0 + E^) - E q
= i(E1 - Eq)
i.e. the resonance energy shift for a "thick” target represents one 
half of the total thickness for the incident particle*
In the present case the observed shift of the 2.6 MeV 
resonance was 88 keV; the B^O^ target was therefore 176 keV thick 
to 2.6 MeV protons*
(ii) A "thick" target spectrum taken with the B O target is
shown in fig. 10* The width of the peak was measured to beo
740 keV, which was therefore taken to represent the target thickness 
for 6.1 MeV 0( particles. These two methods yielded values of 35*7 
and 38.9yUg/cm respectively for the thickness of the isotopieally 
pure target.
The yields of both o* and were first measured as ao 1
function of bombarding energy over the full energy range, at C.M* 
angles (for the 0<Q group) of 90° and 154°* (For the &  group the
Fig. 10
Spectrum of particles from the B (ptf ) Be 
reaction taken with a relatively thick, natural 
B O target. The spectrum was taken at a 
laboratory angle of 151° with 20/wC of 2.68 MeV 
protons•
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o ocorresponding C.M. angles were approximately 90.6 and 154*3 but
varied s lig h tly  with energy). These y ields are shown plotted , as
d ifferen tia l cross section s, in  f ig s .  11 and 12. In order to
estimate the true contribution of o* in  the spectrum (see f ig .  9)
a theoretical dens ity -o f-s ta te s  plot was made, using the parameters
19)and method of Barker and Treacy . The cross section , as a
8  ,function of the channel energy E for the system Be + , is  given by
CT(E) = P (E )^ (E )
where P(E) is  the (X particle penetration factor
ß ®
8
is  the density-of-states function for Be , 
defined as ia  re f.
19)
In the present case we use the form (equation (7) of r e f . ) 
y^(E) = const. Pj* sin2 (&£ + 0^)
-1where P is  the reciprocal of the penetration factor for 
b
oC particles in the system (c* + <*), 
h>£ are the observed phase sh ifts  calculated from He-He 
scattering data,
and 0^ are the hard-sphere phase sh ifts  calculated  
th eoretica lly .
A channel radius of 4*35 fm. was used for the present
12calculation and the particles emitted from C were assumed to  
be p-wave. The resultant curve for Ö’(E) is  shown dashed in f i g . 9;
Fig. 11.
11 , N !Excitation function of c* group from B (pc<) Be
o oreaction for centre-of-mass angles 90 and 154 • 
S ta tis tic a l errors on the points are of the order 
of 5%0 The arrows indicate energies where 
angular distributions have been measured, (see
f ig . 13.)
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F ig . 12.
11, N 8
E x c ita t io n  fu n c tio n  o f group from B (pO<) Be
o o
r e a c t io n  f o r  cen tre-o f-m ass  angles 90.6 and 154*3 • 
S t a t i s t i c a l  e r ro rs  are n e g lig ib ly  sm a ll.  The f iv e  
arrowed p o in ts  in d ic a te  e n e rg ie s  where angu lar 
d i s t r ib u t io n s  have been measured (see f i g .  14)*
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42 ,
i t  has been normalized to  the peak of the experimental d istribution , 
the assumption (not s tr ic t ly  correct) being made that no fl breakup1 
°^-particle background need be allowed for a t th is energy. I t  is 
clear from figs. 11 and 12 tha t, except in the energy regions near 
0.67 and $ MeV, the yields of and do not d iffer much, except 
that c*Q displays more variation with angle.
Angular distributions of c*Q and were measured a t forty  
different energies within th is range, and these energies are shown 
arrowed in fig . 11. A selection of the angular distributions is 
shown in fig s. 13 and 14* Thirty-two of these were taken with eight 
angles, but eight were taken with thirteen angles; the la t te r  gave 
some check on the consistency of the other resu lts and enabled an 
estimate to be made of the magnitude of the contribution of higher 
order terms to the polynomial expansion, as described in section 3.1*
The results of fig s. 11 to 14 showed that nowhere over the
energy range covered was the ra tio  of in tensities of to
groups sufficiently  great for a detailed observation of the threshold
20,anomaly discovered by Beckner e t a l. ) . The most favourable 
conditions found were at backward angles near 4»1 MeV, where the 
o<Q to ra tio  was s t i l l  only about one f if th  of that observed 
in the Be* (^pd)Be  ^ reaction 20 *^
F ie . 13.
Selected angular d is tr ib u tio n s  of d  group fromo
11 8B (pert) Be reaction  fo r energies between 0.78 
and 6.01 MeV. Each point was obtained using 
10/4C of proton beam. A ll curves are experimental 
and are drawn to  a common scale ; the numbering 
corresponds to  th a t of f ig .  11. The re su lts  of a 
complete Legendre Polynomial analysis of these and 
other angular d is trib u tio n s  is  given in  tab le  1.
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11 |
Angular d i s t r ib u t io n s  o f group from B (po*) Be 
r e a c t io n  a t  the  f iv e  e n e rg ie s  in d ic a te d  in  f i g .  12» 
Polynom ial an a ly ses  o f th ese  a re  g iven  in  ta b le  2 .
0.78 MeV
1.10 MeV
1.63 MeV
2.58 MeV
3.66 MeV
Centre of Mass Angle
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3» Analysis and Interpretation of Results
3.1 Least Squares Analysis of Angular Distributions
For ease of interpretation in terms of resonance theory 
the results of angular distribution measurements are best expressed 
as a series expansion of Legendre Polynomials
W(e) = 2 1 A P (cos 9)
L L L
All of the c*Q angular d istributions, and also the five
curves shown in fig . 14 have been analysed in this way, using a
least squares programme on an IBM 1620 computer. I t  was found that
distributions with 8 angles could be expanded safely with terms up
to L = 4> and the 13-angle distributions served to check tha t the A^
thus deduced were re liab le , i .e .  that higher A  ^ were not too large*
The detailed results for o( are given in table 1, where the 13-angle
distributions have been expanded twice, up to L = 4 and also to L = 6.
From the results i t  can be seen that A and A were of the order of
5 6
10$ of A^, but in most cases did not appear to be significantly
different from zero. The results are given in table 2. Both
21)residual and s ta tis t ic a l  errors 1 have been calculated for a l l  
the coefficients and ratios of coefficients, and those shown in 
tables 1 and 2 are in each case the larger of the two*
The figures of table 1 are illu s tra ted  in fig s . 15 and 16, 
in the f i r s t  of which the to ta l cross section 4TT A^  is plotted in
im
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Energy dependence of to ta l  cross section  J+TT A ,o
11 8fo r c* group from B (pc*) Be reac tio n , derived 
from Polynomial an a ly sis , and l is te d  in  tab le  1*
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millibarns• The other coefficients, A to A are plotted in fig*
1 4
16 as d iffe ren tia l cross sections, in mb/sr. Provided the expansion
converges, such curves of A versus energy would appear to provide
I«
the clearest visual illu s tra tio n  of the experimental data*
We proceed now to a discussion of the separate energy
regions.
3*2 Proton energy up to 2,0 MeV
This region has been studied in some de ta il by ea rlie r
authors, both in ^  ^  the (p^) and ^  (p'ft) reactions.
The Ep = 0*67 -  MeV state is resonant to but not . Both1 og
the angular correlation of oC^  with the subsequent Be breakup 
oCparticles, and the angular correlation of internal pairs from the 
radiation ( B ^ ( p J ) C ^  > 4*43 MeV) are consistent with the 
assignment J "^ = 2~ for th is state • Our angular distribution 
(see fig* 14 and table 2) is quite isotropic, and is consistent with 
predominantly s-wave proton formation, which would be expected for a 
2” level, at this energy.
There is a well known, broad resonance in the (p)0 process
22)a t 1.4 MeV, and both the size of the radiation width and the
internal pair correlation are consistent with K being an E1x o 
15)transition . The results of Beckman e t  a l. suggest tha t c*
1
but not c /  shows th is resonance. However, the present resu lts do 
not substantiate th is ; both and at are only very weakly
F ig . 16.
Energy dependence of co effic ien ts  A  ^ of the
expansion ^  A F (cos©) fo r  the angular 
L L L ^ o
11 8d is tr ib u tio n s  from B (poc) Be • The ra t io s  
A^/A0 are l is te d  in  tab le  1*
(js/quu) uoipes ssoj3
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resonant, and a t a significantly  lower energy 1.2 MeV). In
fact the angular d istribution is inconsistent with the observed o
V 0 angular distribution for a 1 level, as w ill now be shown.
To calculate the theoretical angular d istribution of 
11 8<* particles from the B (po* )Be reaction, where the reactiono
proceeds predominantly through a level of the compound nucleus having
tt 2)spin and parity J" , we use the equations of Blatt and Biedenharn
(5 .9 , 5 .13 and 5.14) in  the form:
drf = W ,(e)O C ^  H  . / (-)S_S Z( ü J,sL) 
t t  s ; s 'w  L 1 2dfl- /  s;s
wya h,h [ h •  v, * ■ %]
P^(cos 9)
where W  ^ ,(9) is the cross section for a reaction proceeding from
an in i t ia l  channel spin s to a f in a l channel spin s
Z(£ j£ j ,s L )  e tc . are the angular d istribution coefficients 
1 2
10)defined by Biedenharn, B latt and Hose ,
gs £=  -  ( P ^ ) 2, g'/^= -  ( are the partia l width
amplitudes for the in i t ia l  (undashed) and f in a l (dashed) channels 
of the reaction,
cos f t , ,  -  V + V  , -  / 1  is the coulomb plusL% k k j
hard-sphere phase facto r,
and PL(cos 9) is the Legendre Polynomial of order L.
(1)
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The n o ta tio n  used  i s  e x a c tly  as d e fin ed  p re v io u s ly  (Chapter 2 ) .  
For the B ^ (p < x Q)Be^ r e a c t io n ,  w ith  J^*= 1 , we have the 
fo llo w in g  channel sp ine  and o r b i t a l  angu lar momenta c o n tr ib u tin g :
I n i t i a l  channel: s = 1 , £ = 0 , 2  F in a l  channel s / = 0 , i =  1
s = 2 , t  = 2
Taking s = 1 , JL = /£> = 011(1 s u b s t i tu t in g  in  eq u a tio n  (1)
above, g ives
W O C(-)1 Z(0101,1L) Z(1111,0L) g*Qg '*  PL(cos 9)
The c o e f f ic ie n ts  Z can be ev a lu a ted  u s in g  the ta b le s  o f Sharp 
23)
e t  a l .  , and we f in d
2 2
Woe 3g g '  P =3g
10 01 0
2 ,2  
g
10 01
S im ila r ly , f o r  the case s = 1, ^  = 0 , t  = 2 :
W OC(-)1 Z(0121,11») Z(1111,0L) 2g10g 12goi c o s ( ^ 0 “  £ 2)PL
= 3^2 x 2g g g /2  P 
10 12 01 2
The o th e r term s may a l l  be e v a lu a te d  in  a  s im ila r  fa s h io n . 
Summing over a l l  p o ss ib le  va lues of s and 0 thus g ives the 
f i n a l  r e s u l t :
W oc 3g
/ 2
01
+ g + g I  P ♦ P ^2  g g cos ( t  - 1 )
12 22j  0 L 10 12 ^ 0 * 2
2 2 1
+ g -  g P l 
12 2 2 J  2
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I f  we w rite  W(9) = ^ A  P (cos 9 ), and A /A  = a ,  th e n ,
L L L L 0 L
fo r  a 1“ l e v e l ,  we have
2 2
(p ) = A /A ( po <)  *  g g cos(£  “  £  ) + « - 8
' o  2/  0 *  0 10 12 ^0  ’ 2 12 22
2 2 2
g + g ♦ g 
10 12 22
The angular distribution of X-rays from the B^(p Vq)G^
23)r e a c t io n  may be c a lc u la te d  s im i la r ly ,  u s in g  an analogous form ula 
to  eq u a tio n  ( 1) :
W (e)oc5Z(-)S_I Z ( l  J l J , s L )  Z U ' J l ' j y l L ) ?  (cos 9) (2)
L 1 2  1 1 2  L
23)
where Z i s  d e fin ed  in  r e f .  ,
1 1 2
and , L‘ represent the angular momenta of the emitted X-rays. 
1 2
From th i s  fo rm u la , w ith  the  p a r t i a l  w idths in c lu d ed , i t  
then  fo llo w s t h a t  the  o<Q and y^  an g u lar d is t r ib u t io n s  f o r  J "  = 1 
are  r e la te d  th u s :
a2(P V  = " * (3)
S im ila r ly ,  u s in g  eq u a tio n  ( 1) ,  the  c* an g u lar d i s t r ib u t io n
1
may be r e la te d  to  t h a t  o f c*.^:
a2 (poS ) = F | g2 l ' g2 3 '0O3(^ 1  -fyj *2(p* 0>
where F = j g  ^ 1  + g21g23<50S^ / | "  £ 3  ^+ 4g
/ 2
g/2  + / 2  
21 23
(4)
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The ex p erim en ta l r e s u l t s  y ie ld  the values a (po<. ) = -  0*9
16)
( ta b le  1, c f .  r e f .  ) and a (p )f ) = 0 .1 7  ( r e f .  ^  ) which are
2 o
obv iously  in c o n s i s te n t ,  from e q u a tio n  (3) above.
A c a lc u la t io n  has been made o f the values of the  fu n c tio n  F
f o r  va rio u s  va lu es  of th e  phase f a c to r  cos(J*  ^ and the r a t i o
g /  / g '  • We f in d  th a t  
23 21
-  0 .5  4 1 . 0
From th e se  l im i t s ,  and eq u a tio n s  (3) and (4) > w ith  the 
c o e f f ic ie n ts  g iven  in  ta b le  2 , i t  fo llow s th a t  the  angu lar
d i s t r ib u t io n  o f o< can be c o n s is te n t  w ith  e i th e r  th a t  of oC or ofI o
^ o , b u t n o t w ith  b o th . However th e  s im i la r i ty  o f the  e x c i ta t io n
fu n c tio n s  f o r  and su g g ests  t h a t  both  are a s so c ia te d  w ith
le v e ls  o th e r th a n  the  one a t  1 .4  MeV, which p a r t ic ip a te s  in  the (p j f )  
p ro c e ss .
The r e l a t i v e  constancy of the  (po< ) angu lar d i s t r ib u t io no
c o e f f ic ie n ts  up to  about 2 .0  MeV and, in  p a r t i c u l a r ,  the  e x is ten c e
of c o n sta n t in te r fe re n c e  term s and k y  seems d i f f i c u l t  to  e x p la in
in  term s of sim ple is o la te d  le v e ls  o ccu rrin g  s o le ly  in  th i s  energy
re g io n . This anomaly i s  d iscu ssed  f u r th e r  in  s e c t io n  4> where i t
i s  suggested  t h a t  th e  (po<) r e s u l t s  in  th i s  energy range may be
11exp licab le  in  terms of le v e ls  below the B +p th resh o ld , requiring  
no con trib u tion  a t  a l l  from the 1 .4  MeV, JT= 1^1=1 l e v e l .
49.
3 .3  The 2 .0  MeV le v e l
This le v e l  is  re so n a n t to  bo th  &  and cX , though n o t
O I
obv iously  so fo r  Jf o r JTj. The absence, in  the p re s e n t r e s u l t s ,
of any pronounced peak in  A f o r L > 0 ,  to g e th e r  w ith  th e  ^ - r a y
^ TT +r e s u l t s ,  sup p o rts  the  p rev ious assignm ent o f J  = 0 .
n
In  o rder to  c a lc u la te  th e  p a r t i a l  w idths I * , [""*^  > and
p o
c* fo r  t h i s  l e v e l ,  and t h a t  a t  2 .6  MeV, i t  was n ecessa ry  to  know
the ab so lu te  t o t a l  c ro ss s e c tio n s  fo r  the (pc* ) and (p °4  ) re a c tio n s
o 1
a t  the  resonance peaks. These have been c a lc u la te d  in  the manner 
d esc rib ed  in  s e c tio n  2 , and are  shown ta b u la te d  in  ta b le  3 below.
The ab so lu te  e r ro r s  quoted th e re  are co n sid e rab ly  la r g e r  than  th e  
r e l a t iv e  e r ro r s  of ta b le s  1 and 2 and are  m ainly  due to  u n c e r ta in t ie s  
involved  in  the measurement of t a r g e t  th ic k n e s s . In  the p re s e n t case 
the (p o ^ )  c ro ss  s e c tio n  i s  r e l a t i v e l y  im p rec ise . However, u s in g  the 
re so n an t va lues given in  ta b le  3> and the  r e l a t i o n  f o r  th e  t o t a l  w id th
r=p -R* *n = 0.11 MeV ( i
p o 1
we have c a lc u la te d  two s e ts  of p o ss ib le  s o lu t io n s  fo r  the p a r t i a l  
w id th s , as fo llo w s:
The t o t a l  c ross s e c t io n  a t  the  resonance peak is  g iven  by 
B la t t  and B iedenharn (eq u a tio n  3 .1 1 ):
(5 (s';s) = t A 2 2J+1 XT ü  —däL 
2 s+1 I t' , x2 ,xr\ 2 (B-EJ + (il )
(6)
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where X = X/27T is the de Broglie wavelength (divided by 2TT) 
of the incident partic les ,
and is the observed resonance energy»
Now, for the (0+) 2*0 MeV resonance, and the (po^) reaction,
* I-1 , !  = p »
I sif = ' oo = I
and 7T A  ^ = 400 millibar ns •
tf(pc*.o) =  ^ millibarns = 400 x 4 /3  x l * I *o* (7)
Also er (po<- ) = I * from equation (6)
*>0^) P ^1
/ .  5*01 o* = I
Solving the three equations (5), (7) and (8), we find the
two sets of solutions shown in table 3, The se t with the smaller
value of | * may be shown (see next section) to predict a very small
e lastic  scattering cross section, in satisfactory agreement with the 
24)observed ^  absence of a scattering resonance a t this energy, and is 
to be preferred for this reason.
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3*4 The 2.6 MeV level
This level has previously been assigned ^=2*, on the basis
22)of a large negative k0 term in the y angular d istribu tion  •
16)
This assignment also f i t s  into the scheme of Dearnaley e t a l .  ,
though the situation appears to be more complex than proposed by them
(see sections 3.2 and 4)* Fig« 16 shows that A« and A. are large<• 4
and resonant, and i t  is not d if f ic u lt to exclude a l l  other possible
+ ■
assignments, using these values alone. Both 0 and 1 can be ruled
out by the L = 4 complexity of the angular d istribu tion , and i t  is
easy to show that 3* is unacceptable, as follows# Taking from
table 1 the value a = -  0.59, and neglecting contributions from £ -  4
4
incoming protons, one finds immediately (using the notation of 
section 3#2) that
2 2a = 6g -  9g = -  0.59 
4 12 22
2 2
7(g * g  )
12 22
2 , 2which gives the value g^^/g^ = 2*08, which in turn predicts a value
2 2
a2 ~  8 g 12+  ^ 2 2  =  0 # ^  
2 2 v
7(g + 8 )12 22
There appear to be no nearby levels which could enhance th is to the 
required value of 0.80.
52,
+
The assignment 4 can be excluded using similar arguments* 
In this case we neglect . 1 = 5  incoming protons and find
*4 = 814 -  27g23
77(g2 ♦ g2 ) 
13 23
= - 0.59
which gives a negative channel spin ratio, g ^ j g  = - 6*9. The
possibility of higher J*" values can be neglected on account of the
limited complexity (A ** 0,L>4) of the angular distribution, and the 
25) Lsum rule limit for high orbital angular momenta*
Taking the assignment J ** = 2 to be correct, there are then
four partial proton widths I * , | * , | * and | * which one
11 13 21 23
might try to calculate* The calculated c*Q angular distribution is
w(e)ocp Jg2 + g2 ♦ g2 + g2 .o  ^11 21 13 23
+ P2{g5r 4 + 8/7v  2/7g23+ 2/5/7 8ii8i300,(5 r  V
+ 12/7g2 i V 08(^ r V l
+ 4 (6/7 V  9/7 V  121/577 g1iei300S( W  " 12/7 g21g23
cos(^ f ^3}|
We wish to fit this to the experimental values
a^ = 0*8 and a = - 0.59
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I f  we make the p lausib le  assumption (since the r a t io  of p e n e tra b ilit ie s  
fo r f -  and p-wave protons a t  th is  energy is  about 1£) th a t
2
o 4  g23 / g ‘  4  0.25
21
then ve find  the following lim its  to  so lu tions fo r  the other ra tio s  
of p a r t ia l  widths:
k
g
-  0.20 $  "13/g <  -  0.195 0.22 4  g2 l/g  4  0.26
11 11
To obtain these values we have assumed a channel radius of 4«67 fm .,
which gave cos(£  = 0*^1 , and have neglected an a lte rn a tiv e
2 2se t  of so lu tions which gave g > g •
13 11
Using these values, and the absolute to ta l  cross sections 
fo r the 2*6 MeV resonance, together with the approximate re la tio n
r.r*rL.p,0 4
O
oc = 0.32 MeV, 
1
we again find  two se ts  of possible so lu tions fo r the p a r t ia l  w idths,
as shown in  tab le  3* In  order to  d istin g u ish  between these two
so lu tio n s , we have measured the absolute d i f f e r e n t ia l  cross section
o
fo r e la s t ic  sc a tte rin g  a t  a laboratory  angle of 155 % and th is  is  
shown p lo tted  in  f ig .  17.
The th e o re tic a l cross sec tion  fo r e la s t ic  sca tte rin g  is  given 
by B la tt and Biedenharn, BB(2.1):
D iffe re n tia l cross section  fo r proton e la s t ic  
11sc a tte r in g  in  B , measured over the 2.6 MeV
o
resonance, a t  a centre -o f -*oass angle of 157.2
(js/qui) uojpas ssojo
P
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M .  ,
dXZo&jocs IM -sit £  k<«>*f BB(7'8>W  C
which we w rite in  the form (om itting  the obvious summations):
1 H  H f  + ( f > - f *
1 *C JCH1 1 R&nm 1 C CH R£mm' C CH R W
where f  and “f are the coulomb and hard-sphere sca tter in g  
C CH
am plitudes, BB(7.5)* (7 .6 )  
and
s 9 *
f  = i r 7 X  (24+1)^ exp i  (£  t  J  / . J a L N U g ' 
Btmm' c*. >0«. So« _
in -m / s s
*0* * i P
I m
(s£m o|jM ) ( s ' l 'm xm -m ,  JM) Y ,
S 1 S S a  X/
corresponds to  BB(7.7)*
We w ish to  c a lc u la te  the  d i f f e r e n t i a l  c ro ss  s e c t io n  fo r
e l a s t i c  s c a t te r in g  a t  an angle of 157*2 (C .M .), and an energy of
2 .6  MeV, g iven  th a t  the  resonance has = 2+, w ith  p a r t i a l  w idth
r *  = 53 or 262 keV.
P
f  and f  can be found d ir e c t ly  by eva lu atin g  BB(7*5) and 
C CH
(7*6). We f in d £
II
<-4-° (1 0 .50  -  i  O.OlJ
and f  = X/2
CH Q. 0 .07  + i  1.43}
and hence & = I f * f  „I = X^/4 x 2.34
C 1 C CH1
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, |  is given by BB(4.5)> (4.6) with
J5 Fvs<*</ = i  exp i  (yt  * 00/)
E - e-h P
Considering only l -  1 protons, th is  gives
P= 6*2 ___1 exp i  (1.99)
V3TT P
. .2 2
and hence Cf = 2Z 5Z*f , = A A  • 31.3 (I""1 / —) where P  = P  •
n 1 6 R£mm1 1 | 1 p
The coulomb-nuclear interference term may be calculated 
from the formula of Gregory and Treacy (equation (1), Chapter 2)
For the case of no polarization, th is gives
y v y ifj- ™ ' °2J ♦ 1(21+1) (2i+1 )1T
where cos ?> is the relative phase between the coulomb and nuclear amp­
litudes. Evaluating th is expression we find 
-  =  >?/4  x 6 .2  P .
VCr
Combining the three terms above, we find tha t the smaller 
value of P p  predicts a cross section of about 100 mb/sr, which is
56
in satisfactory agreement with the measured value of 133 mb/sr; the 
larger value of I ^ gives a value of 660 mb/sr, well outside the 
experimental lim its.
3*5 The Energy Region 3.0 to 4*5 MeV
In the vicin ity  of 3*7 MeV there is a broad peak with a 
prominent backward maximum, giving large negative , and large 
positive coefficients. The size of these coefficients and also 
the constancy of sign of and suggests that there may be a number 
of unresolved levels in th is region. The A^  values seem to be about 
an order of magnitude too large to be explained on the basis of 
interference of a single level a t 3.7 MeV with the 2.6 MeV level alone.
3.6 The 4.91 and $.10 MeV levels
The excitation functions for and show separate
resonances a t 4.91 and 5.10 MeV respectively. These presumably can
be identified with the levels a t 4*94 and 5*12 MeV found in the (pjf)
26)yield . The 5.10 MeV I btoI  has a large negative A. coefficient,4
IT + — , .which Implies that J = 2 or 3 (cf. section 3.4). The gamma-ray 
results show that /  is strongly resonant, but is not. These
results taken together suggest the assignment = 3~> T = 1. The
4*91 MeV level is sim ilarly only resonant to  but no unique 
assignment seems possible in th is case. No useful information on 
widths e tc . ,  could be obtained for either level from the angular
57
distributions alone since a l l  possible incoming orb ita l angular 
momenta might be expected to contribute strongly a t th is energy, and 
the neutron and inelastic  proton p artia l widths can be appreciable*
4. Discussion of C s ta tes*
12The higher levels of C discussed above, with their
energies, widths, cross sections, spins and p a ritie s , are shown
tabulated in table 3. Fig. 18 summarizes, in diagrammatic form,
the levels from 13.34 MeV down to and including the lowest T = 1
12state a t 15.11 MeV. Also shown are the known levels of B , a l l  of
12
which should have analogues in C , though these are naturally 
expected to have small widths for oC -decay, depending on the amount 
of T = 0 impurity present. I t  is  tempting then to correlate the
12levels as joined by the dotted lines, and suppose that levels of C
12not occurring in B are of T = 0 character.
These correlations are based mainly on energy equality, and
+  12should be treated with reservation. A 2 level in B at 3.75 MeV
(omitted from fig . 13) might possibly be equated with the 18.34 MeV 
12level in C , although the ra tio  of nucleon reduced widths of those
18)levels (calculated from re f . and table 3) is about 2.3.
There remains the problem of explaining the anomalous (po< )o
(and possibly ( p ^ ) )  cross sections near 17*0 MeV, which must arise 
from weakly excited levels of mixed p aritie s . The behaviour 
illu stra ted  in fig . 16 would seem to require the presence of broad
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12 12Energy levels of isobaric nuclei B and C . 
Suggested analogues are shown joined by dotted
lines*

Fig» 19,
11, X 8T o ta l c ro ss  s e c t io n  fo r  B (P ^ .Q) Be re a c t io n  a t
low beam e n e rg ie s . The c i r c le s  are  taken  from
ta b le  1 and the t r i a n g le s  from the re  s t i l t s  o f Beckman
e t  a l , ,  f i t t e d  a t  0 ,8  Mev. The f u l l  curves are  the
c a lc u la te d  c ross se c tio n s  r e s u l t in g  from le v e ls  below 
11the  B p lu s  p ro to n  th re s h o ld , as fo llo w s:
Curve A: 15*62 MeV, J F = 2+, ^ c L  = 25 keV_ T o
Curve B: 15.62 MeV, J17 = 3~, ' = 100 keV
Curve C: 14.08 MeV, J F = 2+, = 70 keV
o
In  each  case the  p ro to n  reduced  w idth has been taken
4- 2 ,  2eq u al to  the  ns in g le  p a r t i c l e ” v a lu e , TV />u a •
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overlapping levels of about the same positions and widths, in order
that the relative nuclear phases might remain constant* One natural
19)explanation of such behaviour is provided by the theory of ”ghosts” *
1)According to the usual ideas of R-matrix theory , an isolated level
near a particle threshold has a small but definite " ta i l” extending
up to higher energies* In cases of unbound levels sufficiently  near
to charged particle thresholds, and in a l l  cases of bound levels, a
’’ghost” or second peak occurs a t a positive energy above threshold.
In fig . 19 we have replotted as a dashed curve part of the o^ to ta l
cross section, and superimposed, as fu ll  curves, calculated ”ghosts”
of bound levels a t 15*62 MeV for the cases J* = 2 (curve A) and
= 3" (curve B), and a t 14*08 MeV for 2 (curve C)* These
curves have been calculated using the ’’sing le-partic le” proton reduced
widths and c<Q widths of 25, 100 and 70 keV respectively. Fig* 19
serves to illu s tra te  the point that cross sections could resu lt from
such bound levels comparable to those observed in the (potQ) or (pcA )^
reaction a t energies around 1*4 MeV, though a unique identification of
such effects would be impossible with existing data. I t  should be 
+
noted that the 1 level a t 15*11 MeV could not contribute to the ot o
cross section, and there is now some doubt whether the 15*62 MeV level
27) 11exists . A more detailed investigation of levels below the B + p
threshold should certainly be made*
59.
CHAPTER 5
THE 6 ,9 1 , 7 .1 8 , AND 7 .4 2  MeV LEVEIS OF N
1* In tro d u c tio n
The two well-known le v e ls  ^  in  a t  6 .91  and 7 .42  MeV
have re c e n t ly  been the s u b je c t  o f co n sid e rab le  exp erim en ta l 
28 -  31)
s tu d y  . The r e s u l t s  o f the  e l a s t i c  s c a t te r in g  experim ents
have e s ta b lis h e d  th a t  the  6 .91  MeV le v e l  i s  o f s p in  and p a r i ty
= 3/ 2+. From a re c e n t  s tu d y  ^  o f the  an g u lar d i s t r ib u t io n  of
the  4 .4 3  MeV d e -e x c i ta t io n  gamma-rays from the C ( pp # ) C  r e a c t io n ,
32)  ^ +
i t  was concluded th a t  th e  7 .4 2  MeV le v e l  has J i r = 5/2  • This
33)34)l a t t e r  assignm ent p re se n ts  d i f f i c u l t i e s  fo r  s h e l l  model tre a tm en ts
13 13 + 13of N and C , s in ce  th e re  a re  a lre a d y  known 5 /2  le v e ls  in  N a t
3.56 and 6.38 MeV, and no more a re  p re d ic te d  in  th i s  energy  re g io n .
/ -  35)In  a d d it io n , a  5 /2  le v e l  which has been p re d ic te d  to  l i e  in  the
energy re g io n  n ear 5 MeV has n o t y e t  been i d e n t i f i e d .  A su g g es tio n
has been made ^  t h a t  t h i s  5 /2  le v e l  i s  a c tu a l ly  the l e v e l  a t  7 .4 2
MeV. However, a lthough  a  5 /2  assignm ent can p re d ic t  the  same 2T-ray
angu lar d i s t r ib u t io n  a t  the  peak of the  5 .9  MeV resonance (correspond ing
to  the 7 .4 2  MeV le v e l  in  N ) as 5 /2  , i t  has been claim ed 1 t h a t
i t  cannot account f o r  th e  in te r fe re n c e  behav iour o f the  an g u lar
d i s t r ib u t io n  j u s t  on e i t h e r  s id e  o f the reso n an ce , s in ce  no
in te rfe re n c e  o c c u rs , f o r  J - r a y s ,  between le v e ls  o f opposite  p a r i ty ,
and th e re  a re  no o th e r known n eg a tiv e  p a r i ty  le v e l s  in  th i s  energy
60
region* A more sensitive te s t  of the parity  should be supplied by 
a study of the angular distribution of the inelastic  protons emitted 
from this level* Since a l l  known nearby levels are of positive 
parity , the expansion of the angular d istribution in a series of 
Legendre Polynomials should contain appreciable terms of odd order 
in the region of the peak only i f  the 7*42 MeV level has odd parity*
As well as the level a t 7*42 MeV, a very weakly excited
i p  /  I P
level a t 7.18 MeV has been observed 'in  the C (pp^JC
(4*43 MeV)reaction* This level has been assigned ^  J*1* » * No
33- 35)level of spin •£■ is expected in th is region, and the suggestion
34) . ♦
has been made that th is is in fac t a predicted 7/2 level*
This chapter describes an experimental study of the angular
12distribution of protons from the C (pp ) reaction far proton bombard-
1 13ing energies between 5*2 and 6.6 MeV, corresponding to N excitation
energies of 6.7 and 8*0 MeV respectively. This study was undertaken
in an attempt to clarify  the situation  outlined above, and i t  w ill be
shown in the following sections that the spin and parity  assignments
predicted theoretically  for the levels a t 7.18 and 7.42 MeV are in
fact in accord with the present re su lts , as well as with the Y-ray 
30)resu lts , of Adams e t al* In addition, a rather detailed study 
has been made of the )f-ray angular distributions over the peak of the 
5.9 MeV resonance in an attempt to show that there are no appreciable 
interference effects in th is region*
61.
The experimental procedure and resu lts are described in
section 2. These resu lts , together with the available äf-ray angular
distributions ^  are analysed in section 3, and the conclusions
discussed in section 4. Table 6 summarises the known properties
13of the relevant levels of N .
2* Experimental Procedure and Results
A proton beam from the Tandem accelerator was allowed to 
strike a thin self-supporting carbon f o i l ,  and the ine lastically  
scattered protons were detected in two 2600-fl—cm gold-silicon 
surface barrier detectors. Since in th is experiment the energy of 
the inelastically  scattered protons was small (-^1 MeV) d ifficu lties  
were encountered in obtaining a clean spectrum at forward angles, 
because of the presence of an intense group of recoiling carbon ions 
from the e lastic  scattering process* These were removed from the 
spectrum by means of a thin nickel f o i l ,  2*5 x 10 in. thick, 
inserted between the target and detector. Subsequently i t  was 
found that th is procedure gave rise  to appreciable experimental 
asymmetries in angular distributions measured at the bottom of the 
energy range (from about 5« 3 to 5.6 MeV). In this region the lab. 
energy of the ine lastica lly  scattered protons was less than 0.5 MeV 
a t backward angles sind appreciable ,,scattering-out,, took place i f  the 
nickel fo i l  was used. At these energies the fo il  was therefore 
removed for angular distribution measurements a t backward angles, and
Fig» 20»
Two spectra showing the proton groups from the
C1^ (pp/ )C ^ (4.43 MeV) reaction, obtained under the 
1
following conditions:
oSpectrum A: taken a t a lab. angle of 155 
with 50/4 C of 5.3 MeV protons* The energy of the 
inelastic  group here i3 only 0.24 MeV.
Spectrum B: taken a t a lab. angle of 3^°
with 100/fC of 5.95 MeV protons. In th is case there
-5was a 2.5 x 10 in. thick nickel fo il  between the
target and detector.
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a small experimentally determined correction applied at forward
angles when necessary. The angular distributions were measured
o o owith one counter, a t 10 in tervals, for lab. angles from 35 to 155 •
Thesecond counter was placed a t an angle of 155° to the beam and was
used as a monitor to correct for sligh t variations in target
thickness occurring during the runs. Two spectra, showing the
inelastic  proton group (the e la s tic  group was biassed off and not
recorded during rune) are reproduced in fig . 20. B is a typical
spectrum, but A is a spectrum taken a t an angle of 155° for an
incident proton energy of 5.3 MeV; the inelastic  proton energy
here is only 0.24 MeV.
Excitation functions for the inelastic protons have been
o omeasured a t lab. angles of 38 and 126 over the energy range 5.2
to 6.6 MeV. These are shown, as d iffe ren tia l cross sections in the
laboratory system, in fig . 21. These lab. angles correspond to C.M.
o o
angles (for the inelastic  proton group) of 45 and 135 at an energy
of 5*9 MeV. The curves show prominent resonances a t 5.35 and 5*89
13
MeV (corresponding to the well-known levels in N at approximately 
6.91 and 7.42 MeV), as well as a narrow level a t 5.65 MeV 
(corresponding to the level in N a t approximately 7.18 MeV). 
Twenty-three angular distributions have been measured a t the energies 
marked by arrows on th is figure, and a selection of these, plotted as 
d iffe ren tia l cross sections in C.M. units, is  shown in fig . 22. I t  
should be noted tha t the angular distributions in the region of the
Fig. 21.
i2 12Excitation functions for protons from the C (pp^)C 
reaction taken at lab, angles of 38° (top curve) and 
126° (lower curve). Statistical errors on the points
are of the order of 1%, The arrows indicate energies 
where angular distributions have been measured (see 
fig. 22),
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Selected angular d is trib u tio n s of protons from the 
1 ? /  12C (pp^)C reaction  fo r energies between 5*3 and 
6*57 MeV* Each point was obtained using 100/iC of 
proton beam, and s t a t i s t i c a l  e rro rs  are of the order 
of 2$6. The curves are experim ental, and the 
numbering corresponds to  th a t of f ig ,  21* The 
re su lts  of a complete Legendre Polynomial analysis 
of these and other angular d is tr ib u tio n s  are given 
in  tab le  4*
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+
3/2 resonance a t $.35 MeV are quite isotropic whereas those near
the peak of the $.65 MeV resonance are markedly anisotropic* In
oaddition, there is  a marked asymmetry about 90 in the region of the
5.89 MeV resonance. The significance of these angular distributions
will be discussed in section 3.
The absolute d iffe ren tia l cross sections for these curves
have been obtained by measuring the yield of the e lastica lly
scattered protons a t a number of angles for a proton energy of 4*61
28)MeV and normalizing these results to those of Reich e t a l . • The 
• •
absolute accuracy of the present cross sections is about -  10J&*
In order to investigate further whether the negative parity 
assignment for the 5.89 MeV resonance, implied by the angular 
distributions above (see section 3) > is consistent with the 4.43 MeV 
X-ray angular d istributions, a detailed study of the Y-rays has 
been made over th is resonance. The measurements were made using a
tf"  dia. x 2” Nal crystal a t a distance of 4jJI from the target, a t 
angles of 45° y 52^°, 60°, 67j-°, 75° and 90°. The excitation functions 
taken at four of these angles are shown in fig . 23* Also shown there 
is the 90° excitation function for the 4.43 MeV S -rays over the 
narrow 5.65 MeV resonance, which may be compared with the inelastic  
proton yields at this energy, shown in fig . 21*
t \
Fig. 23«
Excitation functions for the 4« 43 MeV X-rays from the 
C (pp' X)C reaction, taken in the region of the 
$•65 and $.89 MeV resonances, a t the angles indicated.
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3. Analysis and Interpretation of Results
3.1 Least squares analysis of angular distributions
Both the proton and J^-ray angular distributions have been 
analysed, using a least squares programme on an IBM 1620 computer, 
into a series of the form
w(e) = 2 Ta p (cos 6)
L L L
where the P are Legendre Polynomials of order L (cf . Chapter 4)* For 
L
both distributions the upper lim it of L was se t a t four; the Jf-ray
results were analysed with the odd order terms suppressed, since 
osymmetry about 90 is demanded in th is case by the uniqueness of the 
fin a l E2 transition .
The resu lts of these analyses for the proton and ^f-ray
results are shown graphically in fig s . 24 and 2$ respectively. Also
shown in fig . 24 are two sets of coefficients for proton energies of
6.13 and 6.51 MeV, which have been derived from the results of Browne 
38)and Lamarsh , and which can be seen to agree quite well with the
present results* The coefficients of f ig . 24 are also lis ted  (as 
ratios) in table 4> where again (cf. Chapter 4) the errors shown are 
the larger of the residual and s ta tis t ic a l  errors calculated for each 
case* The fu ll  curves shown in fig . 24 are theoretical f i t s  to these 
results derived in a manner described below.
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Fig . 24.
Energy dependence of the co effic ien ts  AQ, A^  and A  ^ of 
the expansion Z I a P (cos 9 ) , fo r the angular
"  ^  ^  ”12  /  1 2 ^  
d is tr ib u tio n  of protons from the C' (pp )C1 reac tio n .
1
The points p lo tte d  a t  6.13 and 6.51 MeV have been derived
38)
from the re s u l ts  of r e f .  • A and A are not p lo tte d ,
a 3 4
but are l is te d  as ra tio s  h/k ^n tab le  4* The so lid
o
curves rep resen t th eo re tica l f i t s  to  these r e s u l ts ,  
obtained by Barker, assuming th a t the 5*89 MeV resonance 
is  V 2 . The curves fo r A^, labe lled  1 and 2, 
rep resen t the f i t s  obtained using the predicted value 
of -  1.2 rad . and the “best f i t ” value of -  0.6 rad . 
re sp ec tiv e ly , fo r  the coulomb plus hard sphere phase 
difference between the in te rfe rin g  levels*
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The K-ray angular distribution coefficients of f ig , 25
have been calculated from the six  excitation functions described
in the previous section, and have been corrected for the fin ite
21)solid angle of the detector * Again the fu ll  curves represent a 
theoretical f i t  to  the resu lts (see below)*
We now proceed to a detailed discussion of the experimental 
resu lts and attempt to f i t  the excitation functions and angular 
distributions for the inelastic  protons and ^-rays, using resonance 
theory, in terms of a small number of isolated levels*
3*2 The 5*35 MeV level
28) 31)
Phase sh if t analyses of the e lastic  scattering data 
show that th is  level has JT = 3/2 * The present results (see fig* 
24) show tha t the inelastic  proton angular distributions are 
isotropic in th is  energy region, as is to be expected, since 
predominantly s-wave proton emission should take place from this 
level, which is  only 0*6 MeV above the inelastic  proton threshold*
3*3 The 5*^9 MeV level
The behaviour of the term (see f ig . 24) in the region 
of 5*9 MeV signifies the presence of interference between levels of 
opposite parity* The 5*09 MeV level must therefore have negative 
parity , since there are no other negative parity levels known in 
th is region. The possib ility  tha t the term arises from 
interference between a 5/2+ level a t 5*39 MeV and a negative parity
Fis. 25
Energy dependence of the coefficients A , A , and A ,
—— 0 2 4
of the expansion 2L.A P (cos 0) for the angular
L L L 1 2 / 1 2
distribution of X-rays from the C (pp^)C reaction, 
over the 5.89 MeV resonance. These values were derived 
from the excitation functions, four of which are shown 
in f ig . 23* The errors on the coefficients are of the 
order of 10%. The solid curves represent theoretical 
f i t s  obtained by Barker, assuming that th is resonance 
has Jv = 5/2 , but with a d ifferen t width (| *= 56 keV) 
from that used in fig s . 24 and 26 (and lis ted  in table 5). 
The dashed curves represent the new f i t  obtained when 
account is taken of the effects of interference between 
th is 5/2” level, and the 3/2~ level a t 3.51 MeV(N13 ) .
5 5.90 5
Proton Energy (MeV)
66 *
background ( i .e . ‘’t a i l s ’1 of far-o ff levels) seems disallowed by the
size of the A term and the absence of any similar effect in the 
1
region of the 3/2 level a t $.35 MeV* Since the highest spin of
the known neighbouring levels is 5/2 th is level must also have
J4 7 /2 , to contribute an term.
Since there can be no contribution to the angular distribution
of the jf-radiation from interference of this negative parity level
A ,with the positive parity levels, the rapid changes in 4/A near
0
5.9 MeV (see f ig . 26) must be attributed solely to the 5.89 MeV level, 
which must therefore have J ^  5/2. This level is therefore restric ted  
to the possible assignments 5/2*” and 7/2 . The predicted proton 
angular distributions then become (in the notation of Chapter 4):
5/2 levels
where in each case we have considered only JL = 1 outgoing protons.
I t  w ill be seen that either angular d istribution might adequately
A /explain the experimental ra tio  2/A^ = 0.45 when allowance is made 
for the background contributed to Aq by other levels in the v ic in ity  
of 5.89 MeV. For a 5/2~ level, assuming a 20% background contribution
67
to A * the experimental ra tio  2/A becomes 0.56 and we find a channel 0 0
spin ra tio
6.1
Dr F.C. Barker has calculated theoretically  the energy- 
dependence of the proton and K-ray angular distribution coefficients, 
using resonance theory, assuming that the 5*Ö9 MeV level is 5/2 •
These theoretical curves are shown plotted, with the experimental 
points, on fig s . 24* 25 and 26. To obtain these f i t s  he has 
considered in it ia l ly  three levels* a t 4*808 MeV (5/2 ) ,  5*35 MeV (3/2+) 
and 5*89 MeV (5/2 ) . These levels* together with their assumed 
properties are lis ted  in table 5* where the energies are in the 
laboratory system.
Table 5.
Level 3* ^peak (MeV) I""*peak (MeV) i
a 5/2* 4.80 0 2 0
b 3/2* 5.35 0.124 2 0
c 5/2~ 5.89 0.066 3 1
F ig . 26
Energy dependence o f the  r a t i o s  
c o e f f ic ie n ts  of the  expansion
A2/A , and \ / A  of 
_  0 0
A P (cos 0) f o r  the
" AJ AJ 2 -j 2
angu lar d i s t r ib u t io n  of J - r a y s  from th e  G (pp/ Jf)C
 ^ 30)r e a c t io n ,  o b ta in ed  from the  r e s u l t s  of Adams e t  a l .  .
The d o tte d  curves re p re se n t the  th e o r e t ic a l  f i t  p re d ic te d
32)by the r e s u l t s  o f Nomoto , assuming the  $ .89  MeV 
resonance i s  5 /2 +.  The s o l id  curves re p re se n t the 
th e o r e t ic a l  f i t  ob ta ined  by B ark er, assuming th a t  t h i s  
resonance i s  5 /2  .  The dashed curves re p re s e n t  the  
m odified f i t  o b ta ined  when accoun t i s  tak en  o f th e  e f f e c t s  
of in te r fe re n c e  between th i s  5 /2  le v e l  and the  3/2*
lit
le v e l  a t  3.51 MeV (N13 ) .
5.6 5
Proton Energy (MeV)
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The predicted angular distributions for the protons and
X-rays were calculated for these three levels (including
interference) and these were fitted to the experimental values of
A , A (for protons), and A , A and A (for X-rays) at several 0 2 0 2 4
fixed energies* This fit determined the values of the four unknown 
reduced width amplitudes appearing in the angular distribution 
equations, and from these values the curves shown in figs. 24 and 26 
were calculated. Only one quantity, involving the coulomb and hard- 
sphere phase shifts appearing in the expression for A^, was treated 
as an adjustable parameter; a constant value, different from that
predicted theoretically, was found to be necessary here to obtain a
l 1satisfactory fit to the energy dependence of A^. No attempt has been
made to fit either the proton or ^f-ray data at proton energies above
30)
6.0 MeV, where it is obvious, from the results of Adams et al. , 
that other levels are contributing to the inelastic scattering cross 
section.
A similar calculation to the above has also been carried
out using the alternative assignment 3^  = 7/2 for the 5.89 MeV
level. The theoretical fit in this case is not as good as before
but is probably not inadmissible. There is some difficulty here in
getting a large enough value of A , since the 7/2 level interferes
. ♦ 1only with the tail of the 5/2 level, which is smaller in the 
neighbourhood of 5*9 MeV than the tail of the 3/2 level. It seems
69 ,
tha t an assignment of 5/2 for the 5*89 MeV level gives the best 
f i t ,  but 7/2 cannot be defin itely  excluded.
This resu lt does not appear to conflict seriously with the 
31)e las tic  scattering data , since phase sh ifts with 3 (as
-  39)
required for a 5/2 resonance) were not included in the analysis ,
The Melbourne group have also claimed that a 5/2 assignment for the
5*89 MeV resonance could not explain the X-ray angular distribution
ju st off resonance; our detailed study of the angular distribution
over the 5*89 MeV resonance (figs. 23 and 25) does show sligh t
interference effects (and thus demands some modification of the
present theory), but these are much less than would be expected i f
th is level were interfering with the neighbouring positive parity
levels. This may be seen by a consideration of the theoretical
curves on fig s . 25 and 26* The dotted curves of f ig . 26 show the
theoretical ratios ^2/A^ and 4/A^ which are predicted for the tf-ray
angular distributions assuming tha t the 5*89 MeV level is 5/2 •
These curves have been calculated by Dr Barker from the formula and
32)
parameters of Nomoto • I t  w ill be seen that the interference
effects predicted in AJ k  and A Ik  are far greater than are found
2  0 4  0
experimentally.
There remains then the problem of explaining the small, but 
apparently significant, interference effects over the 5/2 , 5.89 MeV 
resonance by means of another negative parity level. A likely
70 ,
possib ility  would appear to be the 3/2 level a t  3*51 MeV (N ) .
Dr Barker has calculated the interference effects to be expected
between these 3/2"* and 5/2 levels and has shown that the behaviour
of A can be explained quantitatively in th is way, implying a 
4
contribution from the 3/2 level of * 2£ of the to ta l cross section
a t 5*89 MeV. This theoretical f i t  is  shown in fig* 25« I t  w ill
be seen there that the effect of th is interference on A is small,
2
and the agreement in th is case is not good. However, the errors
on A and A are quite large and i t  seems likely  tha t the 3/2 level 
2 4
is responsible for the observed interference effec ts . A sim ilar f i t  
(see fig* 26) made to the more accurate data of Adams e t a l. shows 
better agreement, and requires a contribution from the 3/2*" level of 
4 In the present calculations the 3/2 level was assumed to
interfere only through channel spin 5/2, which would thus imply no 
interference contribution to the proton angular distributions a t 
either the 3/2 or 5/2*” levels, where only channel spin 3/2 is  
effective*
3.4 The 5*65 MeV level
The present resu lts (figs. 21 and 23) give a laboratory
width of 8.5 -  1.0 keV for th is level, compared with the previously 
37)measured value of ~  20 keV; the thickness of the carbon target 
used in the present experiment was about 1.5 keV a t the resonance 
energy.
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The 5*65 MeV level was not considered in the analysis of
section 3.3 since i t s  effects are expected to be negligible outside
a small region about this energy* This level has previously been
assigned spin jr on the grounds that the Jf-ray angular distribution
a t the peak is more isotropic than the background off resonance*
However, the proton angular distribution resu lts of table 4 show a
significant A coefficient over the resonance, with an almost
4
isotropic background, showing that J >  5/2.
There appears to be no strong evidence for the presence of
appreciable terms of odd order over th is resonance* Table 4 shows
that A and A are small and probably not significantly  different 
1 3
from zero; i t  therefore seem8 likely  that th is level has even parity*
An assignment of 5/2 or 7/2 can probably be ruled out, in any case,
by the fact th a t predominantly p-wave proton emission would be
expected in these cases, and the angular d istribution would not then
contain an appreciable A term* Since a 5/2 level could emit
4
s-wave protons to the excited s ta te , and since the ra tio  of s -  to
d-wave penetrabilities is about 60 a t th is energy, the level probably
+ + + 
has ^  7/2 • This seems to leave 7/2 and 9/2 as the most
likely p o ssib ilitie s . Higher spin assignments (J >11/2) appear
unreasonable in view of the magnitude of the sum rule lim it for high
orb ital angular momenta, which would predict a width smaller than the
observed 8.5 keV, in these cases. An assignment of 9/2* predicts a
72 ,
unique angular d istribution for the protons, since only £ = 2  and 
channel spin 5/2 is  expected to contribute appreciably in th is case. 
Thus we have:
W(9) P + — P + -2 p
o 21 2 7 4
Here A is  p ositive , whereas the experimental resu lts gave A.
4 4
negative. This therefore leaves 7/2  as the most lik e ly  choice; 
the predicted angular distribution  in th is case becomes:
w(e oc p (g- '  2 *g;  2 ) + p (50 g' 2 + _25 g ' 2)
° i 2  2 V4 9 g| 2  1 4 7 ^ 2
2 2 
tj /27  ^  ^ 48 / x
+ p . (—  g, “ ßr o )4 49 | 2  49 i 2
In th is case there w ill be contributions to both A and A
0 2
from the background. The 5*65 MeV lev e l contributes about 25% of 
the to ta l cross section at the peak, giving the experimental value
VAo ~ ~ 0- 5
which gives a channel spin ra tio
r2
&
,2
g
f 2
0.5
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Dr. Barker has pointed out th a t  th is  7 /2  le v e l should emit
12
only d , i . e .  (^  = 2, j = 5/2) protons to  the C excited  s t a te ,
5/^ A
giving an angular d is tr ib u tio n  with ä4/Aq = -  0.43. Because of the 
d if f ic u lty  of measuring angular d is tr ib u tio n s  on such a narrow 
resonance, the flu c tu a tio n s on the co effic ien ts  are large and i t  w ill  
be seen th a t th is  value is  w ell w ithin the errors*
4* Discussion
13The three leve ls  of N discussed above, with th e ir
energ ies, w idths, cross sec tio n s , spins and p a r i t ie s ,  are tabu lated
in  tab le  6 . In each case the cross section  shown there represents
the contribution  from th a t  lev e l alone, and these values have been
used to  derive the p a r t ia l  widths fo r e la s t ic  and in e la s tic  sc a tte r in g ,
in the manner described in  Chapter 4* In  each case the values of
I * and | * /  shown represen t the so lu tions which had the sm aller 
P p
widths fo r e la s t ic  sc a tte r in g . For the 5*33 MeV lev e l th is  so lu tion
corresponded c losely  to  the value given by Reich e t  al* * ( | =
_  P
52 keV). For the other two le v e ls , the sm aller value of I was
P
chosen because the 5.65 MeV lev e l does not show up a t  a l l ,  and the
5.89 MeV lev e l does so only very weakly, in  the e la s t ic  sc a tte r in g  
31)experiments In  add ition , these leve ls are expected to  have
small widths , from sh e ll  model considerations.
P
+ mm
The present assignments of 7/2 and 5/2 to  levels of N 
a t  7.16 and 7.38 MeV are in  good agreement with the p redictions of
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♦ 34)the shell model# A 7/2 level has been predicted at an energy
13 13of /^7.5 MeV in C and is therefore expected to show up in N at
about the same energy# Kurath*s calculations, for the 5/2 level 
13in N , gave an excitation energy of about 5 MeV but Barker, using
a modified form of central interaction in the intermediate-coupling
calculations finds an energy of about 7 MeV for this level, in better
40)agreement with the present results# A recent study of the
*j^ 3 *3
particle groups from the N (He &L )N reaction revealed no new 
13levels in N up to an excitation of 7.0 MeV, adding further support
to the present results, which indicate that the missing 5/2 level in 
13N is in fact the well-known level at approx# 7.42 MeV, previously 
assigned 5/2 #
75.
CHAPTER 6
PROTON-INDUCED REACTIONS IN C12 BETWEEN 9 AM) 12 MeV
9
1. The f i r s t  excited state of B
I t  is  well-known ' tha t mirror nuclei have similar level
9 9structures* However, a comparison of the pair Be and B shows no
9
definite evidence for the existence of a level in B corresponding
9to the 1*75 MeV level of Be • The anomalies found both in the slow 
41) 42) 9 9neutron yield 1 *  ' from the Be (pn)B reaction, and in the time-of 
43)
f lig h t spectrum of neutrons from the same reaction, might possibly
9
correspond to a broad 1 MeV) level in B a t about 1,4 MeV, but have
usually been explained as arising from some kind of three-body break-up 
9of a Be excited s ta te . In a recent discussion of nuclear levels 
19)near thresholds , Barker and Treacy pointed out that the 1.75 MeV 
9level in Be , although having an observed width of only 150 keV, has
a large (~1 MeV) reduced width; the analogous level in B , being
about 2 MeV above the proton threshold, is therefore expected to
have an observed width of about 1 MeV, In an attempt to find this
level, we have studied the spectrum of charged partic les produced by
12proton bombardment of C , A broad group has been found attributable
9to oL particles leading to a state of B with excitation 1.7 MeV above 
the ground s ta te .
An 11.87 MeV proton beam from the Tandem accelerator was used 
to bombard a thin self-supporting film of natural carbon, of surface
76.
density about 15V^g/cm • The reaction products were detected
using a 260GH-cm gold-silicon surface barrier detector* This
detector was t i l te d ,  in the present experiments, so that the normal
to its  surface was a t an angle of 60° to the direction of the
detected partic les , and a collimating s l i t  was inserted before the
detector to minimize edge effects from particles not completely-
stopped in i ts  sensitive volume. Operated a t a reverse bias of
175 V, the detector was thus able to record protons of energies up
to about 10.5 MeV. After traversing the target fo i l ,  the beam was
collected on a tantalum plate a t the end of an 8 foot length of
vacuum line . By these means a re la tively  clean spectrum was obtained
for particle energies down to about 0.5 MeV.
Fig. 27 shows a spectrum obtained by bombardment with 75QjU C
oof protons, with the detector a t a laboratory angle of 90 and
-4subtending a solid angle of 3 x 10 sr a t the ta rge t. The low-
energy t a i l  on the main peak of elastically -scattered  protons (of
energy 10.0 MeV) is attributed to a p artia l inadequacy of the
collimator mentioned above. All the groups except one are readily
identified as either scattered protons from carbon or oxygen, or
12 9alpha particles from the C (pot )B reaction, and are labelled
12appropriately. The group labelled C (pp^  ) ,  corresponding to
protons from transitions to the th ird  (9*63 MeV) excited state of 
12
C , is superimposed on a much broader group a t  approximately the
Spectrum of charged particles produced at laboratory- 
angle of 90° by bombardment of a th in  natural carbon 
target with 750yUC of 11 »87 MeV protons. The pQ>
?1 and <*Q peaks contain 27400, 8100 and 8720 counts 
respectively.
I § § §
]duuBq3 Jad sjunoo
Similar spectrum to that of fig , 27 obtained with 
2a 1*6 mg/cm A1 fo il  inserted between target and 
detector using 375/  ^C of protons a t the same energy.
Iduueqo Jed sjunoo
N
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same mean energy. In order to determine whether th is group 
represented Ö* particles from transitions to an excited state of 
B^, a further spectrum was recorded under identical conditions to 
those of fig . 27, but with a 1.6 mg/cm aluminium f o i l  interposed 
between the target and detector. Fig. 28 shows th is spectrum, in 
which i t  can be seen that a l l  the proton groups have been shifted 
in energy by the amount expected, while the group and the broad 
group have completely disappeared. This indicates that the la tte r  
also consists of c< p artic les , rather than protons; i t  was not 
energetically possible for any other type of particle to be produced 
in reasonable intensity  under these conditions.
An estimate has been made of the spectrum of protons and
9particles to be expected from the break-up of both levels of B ,
16)using the method outlined by Dearnaley e t a l . , in  discussing a 
similar three-stage process. Making allowance for the width of the
9
B excited state implied by f ig . 27, ws find that the proton spectrum 
should extend up in energy somewhat beyond the o <q peak in a fa ir ly  
f la t  d istribution, thus providing some of the background appearing in 
fig . 28. The maximum ^ -p a rtic le  energy available from each level 
is only about 0.75 MeV, i .e .  less than that of the broad peak of 
f ig . 27 (1.2 MeV).
Using the results of f ig s .27 and 28, an c*-partic le 
spectrum has been derived by a subtraction procedure, with due 
allowance made for the energy loss suffered by the protons in passing
IxJ
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through the fo i l .  This spectrum is represented by the error bars
in fig . 29, where the size of the bars includes probable errors
calculated from counting s ta tis t ic s  and estimated systematic errors
involved in the subtraction procedure.
Also shown in f ig . 29 are energy distributions calculated
19)on the basis of the work of Barker and Treacy . Following the ir
notation, the dashed curve labelled CT represents the distribution
of ground-state oc particles to be expected, assuming a reduced width 
y *  a
a 1 as 2.46 MeV for the B ground s ta te , and using a conventional
19)density-of-states function yO (^E), with a channel radius of 4.35
A (E)
= const. *r.
(Ei + A - E )  +&/"])'
In the present case, ^  is the density-of-states function for B 
corresponding to decay into the channel Be ♦ p with orb ital angular 
momentum Ji,
^  is the level width,
is a constant, independent of energy,
A(E) is the level s h if t ,  i
and E is the channel energy.
Allowance was made for the 2$ energy resolution of the detector, and
the area of the peak was normalized to the experimental C>4 y iild .
o
Fig. 29.
12 9
Spectrum of particles from the C (p>c^)B reaction
8
plotted as a function of the channel energy in the Be
+ p system. The error bars represent yields derived
from fig s . 27 and 28. The dashed curves labelled G
and < 5  give the predicted contributions from the 
o
ground state and from a £+ state a t 1.7 MeV respectively, 
and the solid curve gives Cf + <3~
oo
CM
oo
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In a similar manner, the dashed curve (T represents theo
spectrum of <* particles predicted for the excited-state transition ,
using a reduced width of 1.0 MeV, the same channel radius, and an
excitation 1.7 MeV above the ground s ta te . This curve was
normalized to f i t  the experimental results in the region of the
broad peak. In these calculations, CT and Cf were assumed to1 o
correspond respectively to s -  and p-wave oc particle emission. This
was a fa ir ly  arbitrary choice since i t  was not known which orb ital
angular momenta did in fac t contribute to the c* -particle cross
34)section. Given a reduced width of 1.0 MeV, the observed spectrum 
was found to be consistent with either s- or p-wave, but not with 
pure d-vave, emission.
The sum of CT and & gives the fu ll  curve shown in f ig . 29* 
o 1
which can be seen to provide a satisfactory f i t  to the experimental
data. The magnitude of the nghost" t a i l  of the ground-state group
44)seems to be in quantitative agreement with that observed in a study 
10 9
of the B (Heerf)B reaction. However, in both cases the existence
of some experimental t a i l  to the intense group is to be expected,
9 °and the present choice of the B ground-state reduced width should be
considered an upper lim it. These results do, however, give support
9
to the existence of an excited state of B a t 1.7 -  0.2 MeV, of
reduced width 1.0 MeV, consistent with the analogous level of the 
9
mirror nucleus Be •
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2 . The C ^ p p ' ) ,  f a / )  and ( p * )  re a c t io n s  f r c  9 to  12 MeV.
T his s e c t io n  d e sc r ib e s  b r i e f ly  some r a th e r  p re lim in a ry
r e s u l t s  o b ta in ed  f o r  th e  C12(pp/’)C12 (4 .4 3  MeV), C12(p p ')C 12 (7.66 MeV),
12 9 1 2
and C (p o t )B r e a c t io n s ,  f o r  p ro to n  bombarding en e rg ie s  between 9
o 3"1) >^5)
and 12 MeV* Only the  e l a s t i c  s c a t te r in g  of p ro to n s  on carbon
has been p re v io u s ly  s tu d ie d  in  d e t a i l  a t  th ese  e n e rg ie s ,  a lthough
48)
some p re lim in a ry  r e s u l t s  have been p u b lish ed  showing the
in e l a s t i c  (pp/ ) p ro to n  an g u lar d i s t r ib u t io n s  a t  s e v e ra l  en e rg ie s  
1
w ith in  t h i s  ran g e .
12
Both th e  ground and second e x c ite d  s t a t e s  of C have zero
sp in ; hence i f  any pronounced resonance e f f e c t s  a re  observab le  in
the (pp^) y ie ld  a t  th ese  e n e rg ie s ,  a  s tudy  o f th e  an g u lar d i s t r ib u t io n
of the em itted  p ro tons should  make f a i r l y  sim ple th e  assignm ent o f
13 -rsp in s  and p a r i t i e s  to  the  co rresponding  le v e ls  o f N , s in ce  each J
assignm ent en ab le s  the  an g u lar d i s t r ib u t io n  to  be p re d ic te d  u n iq u e ly .
The in fo rm atio n  o b ta in ed  from the  (pp/ ) r e a c t io n  m ight th en
2
h o p e fu lly  be used in  th e  a n a ly s is  o f o th e r r e a c t io n s  ta k in g  p lace  
v ia  th ese  same le v e ls*
I t  seemed worthw hile th e re fo re  to  a ttem p t a s tudy  o f th e
12C +p re a c t io n s  over th e  energy  range 9 to  12 MeV, where th e  c ro ss
se c tio n s  fo r  the (pp/ ) and (po*) re a c t io n s  f i r s t  became ap p rec iab le*
2
This has been done u s in g  th e  ex p erim en ta l s e t-u p  d e sc rib e d  in  the
FiJLt-JQ.
E x c ita t io n  fu n c tio n  f o r  p ro tons e la s t ic a l ly -  
s c a t te r e d  from carbon , tak en  a t  a la b o ra to ry  
angle  o f 90°. The y ie ld s  shown re p re se n t 
the a c tu a l  number of p a r t i c l e s  de tec ted*
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F ig . 31.
E xcita tion  functions fo r  in e la s tic a l ly  sca tte red  protons,
12 /  1 2 *and c* p a r tic le s  from the C (pp^)C ( tr ia n g le s ) ,
I*
C ^ (p p p C ^  (squares), and C12(po^)B ^ (dots) reac tio n s ,
o
taken a t  a la b . angle of 90 • The y ie lds shown 
represen t the a c tu a l number of p a rtic le s  de tec ted , and 
were taken concurrently with the re s u lts  of f ig .  30*
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previous section. A spectrum showing the various particle groups
observed is shown in fig , 27. The experimental results are shown
in fig s . 30 to 34* Fig. 30 shows the yield of elastically -scattered
oprotons taken a t a lab. angle of 90 , and fig . 31 the corresponding
yields for the (pp7) , (pp/ ) and (po£) reactions (also a t 90°) over
1 2
approximately the same energy range. Angular distributions for the 
inelastic  protons and partic les a t energies of 10.51* 11.02 and 
11.87 MeV are shown in f ig s . 32 to 34* where the yields are C.M, 
yields, but the units are arb itrary .
From fig . 31 i t  can be seen th a t, although there is some 
fa ir ly  pronounced resonance structure present in the (pp') y ield , i t  
is not so evident for the other two cases. Indeed, in the case of 
the (pp^) reaction the only resonance evident is a broad one (width 
0.65 MeV) a t an energy of about 10.5 MeV. The resonance a t 9.14 MeV 
proton energy, which shows up clearly in both the e las tic  scattering 
and inelastic  scattering to the f i r s t  excited s ta te , has recently 
been assigned J17^ = 7/2 , The absence of any large effects in 
the (pp^) yield in the present results is consistent with such an 
assignment, which would require d-wave emission of low energy 
protons in the outgoing channel.
In general the situation  a t these energies looks quite
complex and no detailed analysis has so far been attempted. Such 
an analysis a t present awaits the accumulation of more detailed
Fig . 32
Angular d is tr ib u tio n s , in  the C.M. system, of in e la s tic
12 12^protons and oC p a rtic le s  from the C (pp/ )C ( tr ia n g le s ) ,
*  1 12 /  12*  12 9 C (pp_)C (squares), and C (pot ) B (c irc le s)  reac tio n s , 
2 o
taken a t  a proton energy of 10.51 MeV. The v e r t ic a l  scale 
gives a co rrec t measure of the re la tiv e  y ields fo r  the three 
p a rtic le  groups.
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Fig . 33.
Angular d is tr ib u tio n s  fo r  the C12(pp^)C1^  ( tr ia n g le s ) , 
C1^(pppC 12 (squares), and C12(po<o)B^ (c irc le s)  
reac tio n s , taken a t  a proton energy of 11.02 MeV.
T3 4000
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Fig. 34.
12, . 12
Angular distributions for the C (pp )C
1
C12(pp')C12 (squares), and C12(pt* )B^
2 0
reactions, taken a t a proton energy of 11,
*
(triangles), 
(circles)
87 MeV.
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experimental data  over th is  region. One in te re s tin g  fea tu re  of
the present re s u lts  is  shown by the angular d is tr ib u tio n s  taken
a t  11*87 MeV. Here the (PP^) and (PP7) re su lts  axe almost
o
symmetrical about 90 and are quite well described by a Legendre 
Polynomial expansion
W(9) = + ^ 2 2  ^C0S ^ 9
whereas the (p oC^ ) angular d is tr ib u tio n  is  quite asymmetric. I t  
seems lik e ly  th a t  some kind of d ire c t reac tion  mechanism would be 
needed to  explain  the (p<S) re s u lts  a t  th is  energy.
(i)
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